City of Charleston
DESIGN REVIEW BOARD
June 4th, 2020
5:00 PM

DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING, PRESERVATION & SUSTAINABILITY
www.charleston-sc.gov/drb

MEETING PROTOCOL
•

Staff will control the Powerpoint presentation that includes everything submitted by the applicant by the
deadline, in accordance with the Submittal Requirements. Applicants simply need to ask staff to advance to the
next slide during your presentation.

•

Applicants, staff and Board members are required to give their name whenever speaking.

•

Video and microphone has been disabled for all attendees. Attendees (not Board members or staff) will only be
given the capabilities to speak when they are called on during the public comment period.

•

Chat and the Q & A functions have been disabled for everyone.

•

Public Comment:
o The applicants (all team members) and the public have been required to register, indicate the project they
wish to comment on, and submit any documents in advance of the meeting.
o Just as in an in-person meeting, all applications heard today are part of a public meeting format. If you have
registered and will speak during the public comment portion of the meeting you will need to state your name
and address for the record.
o Those members of the public that have registered will be called in order by project.
o Members of the public that speak are encouraged to remain in the meeting for the completion of the item
they have commented on.

o Staff will call on the registered members of the public to speak for each project. Unregistered members of
the public who raise their hand will not be called on.
•

Board:
o Board members should open the “Participants” panel so that each Board member can see the status of other
Board members’ microphones and cameras.

MEETING PROTOCOL (continued)
o Board members will be polled by the chair for comments and for their vote on a motion. Each member, when
voting, should respond “Yea, in favor” or “Nea, not in favor”. The Chairman shall re-read the motion verbatim
and the Board member making the motion should correct the Chairman if he has not re-read the motion
accurately.
o If a Board member needs to recuse, he will be temporarily removed from the meeting and placed back in the
meeting at the start of the next agenda item.
o If the Board needs to go into Executive Session, they will call into a separate conference line and all video
and audio on Zoom will be temporarily turned off until they are ready to return to the regular meeting.
•

Staff will issue meeting results, including staff comments and Board Motion to the applicant following the meeting.
Results will also be posted on the City website at www.charleston-sc.gov/drb .

•

For additional information:
• Contact DRB@charleston-sc.gov
• Visit www.charleston-sc.gov/bar if you are experiencing technical difficulties during the meeting.

•

These proceedings are being recorded.

Agenda Item #1
2198 MILFORD ST. (MAGNOLIA DESIGN PRINCIPLES, REVISION TO PREVIOUSLY APPROVED)
TMS # 466-00-00-018

Request approval for the revisions to the previously approved Design Principles for the Magnolia PUD
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Chapter 4. Architectural D e s ig n Principles
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4.2.6 Retail/Commercial: One- Story & Multi-Story

4.2.6 Retail/Commercial: O n e- Stor y & Multi-Story

Infused with local architectural heritage, a vibrant industrial inspired design will create a contemporary look for Magnolia’s commercial districts. Metal cladding and
glazing will pull from Charleston’s industrial heritage and create a regionally distinctive and active space. These stand-alone commercial buildings will read as a minimum two-story mass with an eave height greater than 16 feet. Expressive use of
large gazed areas on the ground level in combination with either masonry, steel, or
wood structures are encouraged as signature components of the principal building
forms. These structures are intended to create both interior and exterior spaces that
can function as connected outdoor dining terraces and garden rooms.
Buildings may utilize punched opening or skeletal window and storefront typologies.
Building and individual shop entrances will front active public spaces such as plazas,
greens, and streets.
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The following images are representative of the intended design character for Retail/
Commercial buildings at Magnolia.
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4.2.7 Entertainment Retail

Entertainment-based retailers provide animation and a regional draw to complement
smaller, more locally-based retail operations. Typical larger floor plate building types
support these uses. In Magnolia, these building types will create a continuum of the
street frontage for mixed-use or retail precincts and may include a dedicated public
space in association with the normal pedestrian frontage. These uses will provide
large areas of transparency at the ground level on principal streets. Buildings must
establish a vertical bay articulation on the primary facades while allowing for a signature entry or accent element that may create a landmark element and contrast
with the overall bay expression along the street face.
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The following images are representative of the intended design character for Entertainment Retail buildings at Magnolia.
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4.3 Massing and Composition

Chapter 4. Architectural D e s ig n Principles

4.3 Massing and Composition

4.3.1 Kit of Parts: M assi ng, Composition, and Additive Components

4.3.1 Kit of Parts: M assi n g, Composition, and Additive Com p on en ts

1. Begin with simple building massing forms.

1. Begin
Begin with simple building massing
massing forms.
forms.

2. Application of additive elements may be used to create a wide variety of
building configurations throughout the site using a broad palette of materials
and components. Additive elements may be composed of materials or
compositional arrangements that create a contrast to the basic building
articulation — including special elements or landmark features that add
vibrance to the streetscape.
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articulation — including special elements or landmark features that add
vibrance to the streetscape.
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4. Window bays may either be punched openings as in many traditional masonry
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building types or a skeletal system of curtain walls.

3. Develop a compositional system based on vertical bays that are typically no
wider than 24 feet. This creates a rhythm at street level that provides a human
scale and serves to connect building patterns together to create a pleasant
civic realm. Avoiding blank walls along principal streets is a key component of
this strategy as well.
4. Window bays may either be punched openings as in many traditional masonry
building types or a skeletal system of curtain walls.
5. Articulate the bays with window and door assemblies that follow the bay
patterns.
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6. The addition of rooftop components creates another point of accentuation and
contrast. Rooftop terraces with active uses are encouraged in Magnolia for an
active skyline.

6. The addition of rooftop components creates another point of accentuation and contrast. Rooftop
terraces with active uses are encouraged in Magnolia for an active skyline.
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4.3.6 Sp ec i al Element Precedents

4.3.6 Sp ec i al Element Precedents

Window bays and roof terraces at upper levels indicate habitable spaces above the pedestrian realm

Material change at corner to provide emphasis

Window bays and roof terraces at upper levels indicate habitable spaces above the pedestrian realm

Curtain wall glazing at this add-on bay provides contrast to the
masonry main body

Corner glazing anchors the building at a key intersection
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Open air structures provide shade and staging areas for public space
activity and performances
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Chapter 5. Landscape Architecture Design Principles

Chapter 5. Landscape Architecture Design Principles

5.2.5 Planting on Individual Parcels

5.2.5 Planting on Individual Parcels

1. Trees planted on individual parcels shall complement the street tree character
and pattern near the individual parcel.

1. Trees planted on individual parcels shall complement the street tree character
and pattern near the individual parcel.

2. On individual properties, the size, number, and species of trees shall be in
accordance with the information provided below.

2. On individual properties, the size, number, and species of trees shall be in
accordance with the information provided below.

3. Landscaping of individual properties shall be substantially complete prior to
occupancy.

3. Landscaping of individual properties shall be substantially complete prior to
occupancy.

4. Quality of plant materials shall be in compliance with American National
Landscape Association standards.

4. Quality of plant materials shall be in compliance with American National
Landscape Association standards.

5. Minimum tree sizes for required planting are as follows:

5. Minimum tree sizes for required planting are as follows:

a. Canopy Trees — 2½ inch caliper

a. Canopy Trees — 2½ inch caliper

b. Understory Trees — 8 feet to 10 feet high

b. Understory Trees — 8 feet to 10 feet high

6. On commercial frontages exceeding 60 feet, at least 5 0 % of the trees shall
exceed the minimum caliper of 2½ inches and be a minimum height of 12 to
14 feet at planting.
5.2.6 H ed ges
1. Hedges may be utilized to create privacy along property lines and to enclose
and screen parking areas where space constraints and urban conditions occur.
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5.2.6 H ed ges

Landscape bed

1. Hedges may be utilized to create privacy along property lines and to enclose
and screen parking areas where space constraints and urban conditions occur.

2. Evergreen species, when used as screening, shall be spaced to quickly achieve
the desired hedge following initial planting.

2. Evergreen species, when used as screening, shall be spaced to quickly achieve
the desired hedge following initial planting.

3. Hedges should be planted and maintained facing principal street frontage with
pedestrian entrances and as required for screening of service areas and
equipment.

3. Hedges should be planted and maintained facing principal street frontage with
pedestrian entrances and as required for screening of service areas and
equipment.

5.2.7 Sh r u b s, Groundcovers, and Lan d sc ap e B ed s

5.2.7 Sh r u b s, Groundcovers, and Lan d sc ap e B ed s

1. All disturbed areas should be re-vegetated with plant materials appropriate to
the context, setting, and micro-climate, utilizing a combination of shrubs,
groundcover, herbaceous species, and grasses.

1. All disturbed areas should be re-vegetated with plant materials appropriate to
the context, setting, and micro-climate, utilizing a combination of shrubs,
groundcover, herbaceous species, and grasses.

2. Shrubs, groundcovers, and herbaceous species should be utilized in areas of
deep shade where it is difficult to establish turf grasses.

2. Shrubs, groundcovers, and herbaceous species should be utilized in areas of
deep shade where it is difficult to establish turf grasses.

5.2.8 L a w n s
1. In commercial settings, public parks, streetscapes and civic areas, lawns can
serve recreational purposes and as a planting strip in wide urban sidewalks
where pedestrian activity is anticipated.

5.2.8 L a w n s
Native ornamentalgrasses

1. In commercial settings, public parks, streetscapes and civic areas, lawns can
serve recreational purposes and as a planting strip in wide urban sidewalks
where pedestrian activity is anticipated.

2 . A s an alternative to lawns, ornamental grasses and groundcovers are encouraged.

2 . A s an alternative to lawns, ornamental grasses and groundcovers are encouraged.

3. Native and ornamental grasses, if used, must be appropriate to context,
remain neat in appearance in all seasons without severe pruning, and must be
planted in accordance with industry standards for size and spacing to encourage rapid grow-in.

3. Native and ornamental grasses, if used, must be appropriate to context,
remain neat in appearance in all seasons without severe pruning, and must be
planted in accordance with industry standards for size and spacing to encourage rapid grow-in.

5.2.9 Appropriate Plant Materials
For guidance in selecting appropriate native and indigenous plant materials, refer to:

5.2.9 Appropriate Plant Materials
For guidance in selecting appropriate native and indigenous plant materials, refer to:

1. Charleston County Park and Recreation Commission Native Plant List for
Coastal South Carolina

1. Charleston County Park and Recreation Commission Native Plant List for
Coastal South Carolina

2. The City of Charleston Zoning Ordinance Appendix A: Recommended Tree and
Shrub Species for Parking Lot Landscaping and Landscape Buffers

2. The City of Charleston Zoning Ordinance Appendix A: Recommended Tree and
Shrub Species for Parking Lot Landscaping and Landscape Buffers

3. The City of Charleston Zoning Ordinance Appendix B: Recommended Native
and Naturalized Tree, Shrub, and Grass Species for Landscape Buffers
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3. The City of Charleston Zoning Ordinance Appendix B: Recommended Native
and Naturalized Tree, Shrub, and Grass Species for Landscape Buffers
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Chapter 7. Lighting Design Principles

Chapter 7. Lighting Design Principles

7.1 Overview

7.1 Overview

Site lighting is a key part of the articulation of the public realm. Lighting fixtures
not only provide for the safety and accessibility of the outdoor spaces at night but
also are a key aspect of the street furnishings that give scale and dimension to the
streetscape. Fixtures should be selected for lighting capacity as well as for architectural detailing that will lend a sense of quality and articulation to the public realm.

Site lighting is a key part of the articulation of the public realm. Lighting fixtures
not only provide for the safety and accessibility of the outdoor spaces at night but
also are a key aspect of the street furnishings that give scale and dimension to the
streetscape. Fixtures should be selected for lighting capacity as well as for architectural detailing that will lend a sense of quality and articulation to the public realm.

7.2 D esign Principles

7.2 D esign Principles

7.2.1 General Requirements

7.2.1 General Requirements

1. Site lighting shall be pedestrian-scaled and architecturally compatible with
lighting installed in adjoining areas.

1. Site lighting shall be pedestrian-scaled and architecturally compatible with
lighting installed in adjoining areas.

2. Lighting shall be limited to the amount and intensity necessary for safety and
to complement architectural character. Lighting that spills onto or interferes
with the character of the surrounding neighborhoods is not permitted.

2. Lighting shall be limited to the amount and intensity necessary for safety and
to complement architectural character. Lighting that spills onto or interferes
with the character of the surrounding neighborhoods is not permitted.

3. Lighting that is visible from adjacent properties or roads shall, to the extent
feasible, be indirect or incorporate full shield cut-offs.

3. Lighting that is visible from adjacent properties or roads shall, to the extent
feasible, be indirect or incorporate full shield cut-offs.

4. Site lighting fixtures shall be selected and designed with “Dark Sky” features
to focus lighting downward into the zone of pedestrian activity without
excessive illumination of the upper residential stories of buildings or of the
night sky.

4. Site lighting fixtures shall be selected and designed with “Dark Sky” features
to focus lighting downward into the zone of pedestrian activity without
excessive illumination of the upper residential stories of buildings or of the
night sky.

5. The use of energy efficient, long life LED, with light color rendered as a warm
white (not cool white), is encouraged.

5. The use of energy efficient, long life LED, with light color rendered as a warm
white (not cool white), is encouraged.

6. Fluorescent lighting is prohibited from use in exterior light fixtures or landscape lighting.

6. Fluorescent lighting is prohibited from use in exterior light fixtures or landscape lighting.

7. In residential areas, site lighting shall be achieved through the use of building
mounted fixtures where appropriate, supplemented only as needed by the requisite amount of free standing fixtures to achieve the necessary levels of
illumination.

7. In residential areas, site lighting shall be achieved through the use of building
mounted fixtures where appropriate, supplemented only as needed by the requisite amount of free standing fixtures to achieve the necessary levels of
illumination.

7.2.2 Street Li gh ti n g

7.2.2 Street Li gh ti n g

1. Poles not to exceed 14 feet in height.

1. Poles
Polesnot
nottotoexceed
exceed14’
14 height
feet in except
height. along Milford Street extending to the water,

2. Lighting should be more focused on the pedestrian realm rather than vehicular
lanes.
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2. Lighting
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7.2.3 Building Li gh ti n g
7.2.3
Li gh ti n gof building lighting shall be to identify building entries.
1. TheBuilding
primary purpose

7.2.3 Building Li gh ti n g
1. The primary purpose of building lighting shall be to identify building entries.
Lighting is not to be used for decorative purposes or to attract attention to a
building.

Street Lighting
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1. Lighting
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building.
Lighting is not to be used for decorative purposes or to attract attention to a
building.
2. Fully
shielded spotlights or floodlights attached to building walls or roof eaves

2. Fully shielded spotlights or floodlights attached to building walls or roof eaves
are permitted in the rear of the property only. They should be limited in
number, and shall not be used to light the yard on a continuous basis during
the evening or overnight hours.
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3. Up-lighting of structures should be severely restricted, and may be approved
at the sole discretion of the Magnolia Design Committee. It will generally be
limited to architectural elements that have high civic or district visibility and
importance, rather than to highlight individual buildings.
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Chapter 1. Preface

Chapter 1. Preface

1.1 Overview

1.1 Overview

The purpose of the Design Principles is to provide clarity and guidance related to
the character and design of elements within the Public Realm of Magnolia. The
Public Realm is defined as the parts of the development that will be seen and used
by the public that includes a system of open spaces, streets, and the buildings that
frame them. These design principles are intended to create a platform for producing
high-quality urbanism and architecture for a mixed-use, pedestrian-oriented urban
precinct that reflects the unique qualities of the site along the Ashley River and the
inherited character of the region.

The purpose of the Design Principles is to provide clarity and guidance related to
the character and design of elements within the Public Realm of Magnolia. The
Public Realm is defined as the parts of the development that will be seen and used
by the public that includes a system of open spaces, streets, and the buildings that
frame them. These design principles are intended to create a platform for producing
high-quality urbanism and architecture for a mixed-use, pedestrian-oriented urban
precinct that reflects the unique qualities of the site along the Ashley River and the
inherited character of the region.

The Design Principles may be amended to address specific conditions such as new
building types, uses, block patterns, environmental considerations, etc. that require
additional consideration or specificity on certain design elements and conditions.
With the exception of scrivener errors, amendments to the Design Principles must
be approved by the developer and the Charleston Design Review Board (DRB).

The Design Principles may be amended to address specific conditions such as new
building types, uses, block patterns, environmental considerations, etc. that require
additional consideration or specificity on certain design elements and conditions.
With the exception of scrivener errors, amendments to the Design Principles must
be approved by the developer and the Charleston Design Review Board (DRB).

1.2 Site History

1.2 Site History

Magnolia is an approximately 200-acre site along the Ashley River in the “Nec k” of
the peninsula. Just north of Historic Charleston, the Neck is the narrow strip of land
between downtown Charleston and North Charleston that was once the industrial
center of the city. Fertilizer and wood treatment industries thrived in the Neck until
the 1970s when changes in both industries forced them to relocate outside the
region. Heavy industrial uses gave way to lighter uses such as container storage
and trucking facilities.

Magnolia is an approximately 200-acre site along the Ashley River in the “Nec k” of
the peninsula. Just north of Historic Charleston, the Neck is the narrow strip of land
between downtown Charleston and North Charleston that was once the industrial
center of the city. Fertilizer and wood treatment industries thrived in the Neck until
the 1970s when changes in both industries forced them to relocate outside the
region. Heavy industrial uses gave way to lighter uses such as container storage
and trucking facilities.

Today, a new type of economy is beginning to emerge. Charleston’s Upper Peninsula and Neck are becoming home to the region’s creative class of tech industries,
designers, and entrepreneurs. Magnolia is strategically positioned to capitalize on
this new type of economy and will lead the revitalization of the Neck.

Today, a new type of economy is beginning to emerge. Charleston’s Upper Peninsula and Neck are becoming home to the region’s creative class of tech industries,
designers, and entrepreneurs. Magnolia is strategically positioned to capitalize on
this new type of economy and will lead the revitalization of the Neck.

The next generation of urbanism on this site is meant to be a contrast to the historic
core of Charleston in the sense that it will grow from an industrial aesthetic to create a vibrant, urban district with loft housing and workplaces composed of small,
entrepreneurial uses and larger commercial uses linked to the surrounding area.

The next generation of urbanism on this site is meant to be a contrast to the historic
core of Charleston in the sense that it will grow from an industrial aesthetic to create a vibrant, urban district with loft housing and workplaces composed of small,
entrepreneurial uses and larger commercial uses linked to the surrounding area.
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1.3 D esign Principles

1.3 D esign Principles

The City of Charleston has identified the Magnolia area as a primary redevelopment
site that can accommodate a mix of uses designed to create great urban spaces,
walkable neighborhoods, and a public waterfront that defines the experience.

The City of Charleston has identified the Magnolia area as a primary redevelopment
site that can accommodate a mix of uses designed to create great urban spaces,
walkable neighborhoods, and a public waterfront that defines the experience.

Magnolia will be a gateway to Charleston that connects existing neighborhoods and
businesses in the Upper Peninsula and is poised to become a catalyst for additional
entrepreneurial growth in Charleston. Magnolia buildings will be designed in accordance with the universal and timeless design principles of proportion, scale, and
rhythm. Though based on tradition, the design of Magnolia will be a forward-thinking
evolution of what has come before, with an emphasis on materials and technologies
encountered in our modern world and meeting the needs of contemporary life in
this unique region.

Magnolia will be a gateway to Charleston that connects existing neighborhoods and
businesses in the Upper Peninsula and is poised to become a catalyst for additional
entrepreneurial growth in Charleston. Magnolia buildings will be designed in accordance with the universal and timeless design principles of proportion, scale, and
rhythm. Though based on tradition, the design of Magnolia will be a forward-thinking
evolution of what has come before, with an emphasis on materials and technologies
encountered in our modern world and meeting the needs of contemporary life in
this unique region.

Magnolia Design Principles:
» Create an ever-present connection to the Ashley River and marshes
» Establish a relationship between local heritage and contemporary needs
» Shape a public waterfront
» Orient views to the marsh and river
» Create flexible blocks
» Provide a complete pedestrian environment
» Use landscape to create shade and ambiance for streets and public spaces
» Design for environmental considerations
» Build on inherited urbanism

Magnolia Design Principles:
» Create an ever-present connection to the Ashley River and marshes
» Establish a relationship between local heritage and contemporary needs
» Shape a public waterfront
» Orient views to the marsh and river
» Create flexible blocks
» Provide a complete pedestrian environment
» Use landscape to create shade and ambiance for streets and public spaces
» Design for environmental considerations
» Build on inherited urbanism
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Chapter 2. D e s ig n V is ion A n d Objectives

2.1 Overview

2.1 Overview

Magnolia is a redevelopment site that can accommodate a mix of uses within a
walkable, pedestrian-oriented neighborhood. The design character and urban form
of this new neighborhood are derived from the regional patterns of working settlements where industry, commerce, and residential uses were woven together in a
distinctive urban setting. The architectural character will draw from the industrial
and commercial building types found in the immediate vicinity of the Neck while
also serving as a complement to the historic character of Charleston. With the site’s
adjacency to the Ashley River, enhancing public access to the riverfront and marsh
area is a focal point of this plan. The character of streets, parks, and public open
space will draw on local landscape patterns and palettes that reinforce the sense of
regional plant species and materials.

Magnolia is a redevelopment site that can accommodate a mix of uses within a
walkable, pedestrian-oriented neighborhood. The design character and urban form
of this new neighborhood are derived from the regional patterns of working settlements where industry, commerce, and residential uses were woven together in a
distinctive urban setting. The architectural character will draw from the industrial
and commercial building types found in the immediate vicinity of the Neck while
also serving as a complement to the historic character of Charleston. With the site’s
adjacency to the Ashley River, enhancing public access to the riverfront and marsh
area is a focal point of this plan. The character of streets, parks, and public open
space will draw on local landscape patterns and palettes that reinforce the sense of
regional plant species and materials.

Magnolia will be designed to:

Magnolia will be designed to:

» Provide public access to the Ashley River waterfront
» Create flexible development blocks
» Encourage and foster sustainable design approach to infrastructure and building
» Enhance pedestrian and bicycle connectivity
» Enable the creation of a vibrant public realm
» Accommodate a diverse range of uses

» Provide public access to the Ashley River waterfront
» Create flexible development blocks
» Encourage and foster sustainable design approach to infrastructure and building
» Enhance pedestrian and bicycle connectivity
» Enable the creation of a vibrant public realm
» Accommodate a diverse range of uses

2.2 Open Space and Public Realm

2.2 Open Space and Public Realm

The focal point of Magnolia’s park system will be the waterfront. Passive, active,
and more urban recreation areas will all be connected through a circulation network
that can accommodate cyclists, pedestrian activity, and general recreation. Acc ess
to the waterfront park will be characterized by wide pedestrian greens or paths and
open space between buildings.

The focal point of Magnolia’s park system will be the waterfront. Passive, active,
and more urban recreation areas will all be connected through a circulation network
that can accommodate cyclists, pedestrian activity, and general recreation. Acc ess
to the waterfront park will be characterized by wide pedestrian greens or paths and
open space between buildings.

Development within the blocks should reinforce the pattern of pedestrian walkways
and trails along the streets and within the public parks to create a connected internal
system where possible for increased access to the waterfront, major thoroughfares,
and between adjacent neighborhoods.

Development within the blocks should reinforce the pattern of pedestrian walkways
and trails along the streets and within the public parks to create a connected internal
system where possible for increased access to the waterfront, major thoroughfares,
and between adjacent neighborhoods.

2.3 Street D esign

2.3 Street D esign

Som e blocks in Magnolia may have interior connector streets, lanes, or green
streets, which may be privately maintained and operated. Where required, rightof-ways and cartway dimensions will be designed to accommodate emergency
vehicles and public service (i.e. garbage collection) vehicles.

Som e blocks in Magnolia may have interior connector streets, lanes, or green
streets, which may be privately maintained and operated. Where required, rightof-ways and cartway dimensions will be designed to accommodate emergency
vehicles and public service (i.e. garbage collection) vehicles.

Public streets may include a variety of cross-sections to create a diverse character
for Magnolia neighborhoods. Design objectives include:

Public streets may include a variety of cross-sections to create a diverse character
for Magnolia neighborhoods. Design objectives include:

1. Primary streets shall accommodate cars, on-street parking, pedestrians, bikes,
and transit routes.

1. Primary streets shall accommodate cars, on-street parking, pedestrians, bikes,
and transit routes.

2. Landscape character shall include an appropriate palette of plant materials in
planting strips or designated planting wells within the rights-of-way.

2. Landscape character shall include an appropriate palette of plant materials in
planting strips or designated planting wells within the rights-of-way.
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3. Streets shall be designed with underground utilities and thoughtful location of
utility service equipment.

3. Streets shall be designed with underground utilities and thoughtful location of
utility service equipment.

4. Pedestrian-friendly street design, or “complete streets,” should be encouraged through:

4. Pedestrian-friendly street design, or “complete streets,” should be encouraged through:

a. Buildings close to the street

a. Buildings close to the street

b. Building and storefront entrances directly facing the street

b. Building and storefront entrances directly facing the street

c. Porches, verandahs, windows, and doors addressing the street

c. Porches, verandahs, windows, and doors addressing the street

d. Tree-lined streets

d. Tree-lined streets

e. On-street parking

e. On-street parking

f. Screened parking lots

f. Screened parking lots

g. Garages in rear lanes

g. Garages in rear lanes

h. Reduced curb-to-curb distances at intersections

h. Reduced curb-to-curb distances at intersections

2.4 Architectural Character

2.4 Architectural Character

Charleston has a rich architectural legacy that combines inherited residential and
town building patterns with that of a working waterfront. The architectural palette
to be employed at Magnolia draws from both patterns and the unique qualities of
building types, materials use, scale and proportion found throughout the city. The
intention is to design and build modern buildings that reflect the distinctive attributes
of the vernacular and utilitarian building types such as commercial shops and warehouses, small manufacturing and service buildings, as well as mixed-use buildings
found in the working waterfronts within the region.

Charleston has a rich architectural legacy that combines inherited residential and
town building patterns with that of a working waterfront. The architectural palette
to be employed at Magnolia draws from both patterns and the unique qualities of
building types, materials use, scale and proportion found throughout the city. The
intention is to design and build modern buildings that reflect the distinctive attributes
of the vernacular and utilitarian building types such as commercial shops and warehouses, small manufacturing and service buildings, as well as mixed-use buildings
found in the working waterfronts within the region.

2.5 Landscape Character

2.5 Landscape Character

The street landscaping and waterfront park design will establish a new context
for this former industrial site. The urbanization of the site will pull from an equally
diverse pattern of formalized landscape elements such as front gardens and terraces
facing streets and parks as well as less formal settings for buildings that reflect
the heritage of “working yards.” This mix of landscape types will be encouraged
throughout the plan.

The street landscaping and waterfront park design will establish a new context
for this former industrial site. The urbanization of the site will pull from an equally
diverse pattern of formalized landscape elements such as front gardens and terraces
facing streets and parks as well as less formal settings for buildings that reflect
the heritage of “working yards.” This mix of landscape types will be encouraged
throughout the plan.
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3.2 Building Setbacks

3.2 Building Setbacks

Refer to section 4.1 of the Magnolia PU D for development standards including lot
requirements, setbacks, and building height.

Refer to section 4.1 of the Magnolia PU D for development standards including lot
requirements, setbacks, and building height.

3.3 Allowable Street Right-of-Way Encroachments

3.3 Allowable Street Right-of-Way Encroachments

Refer to section 4.1 of the Magnolia PU D for allowable right-of-way encroachment
standards.

Refer to section 4.1 of the Magnolia PU D for allowable right-of-way encroachment
standards.

3.4 Building Height

3.4 Building Height

Refer to section 4.1 of the Magnolia PU D and Figure 2 of the PU D Appendix for
allowable building height and proposed height district standards.

Refer to section 4.1 of the Magnolia PU D and Figure 2 of the PU D Appendix for
allowable building height and proposed height district standards.

The Magnolia building height districts encourage taller structures near the interstate and lower structures near the Ashley River. Building height must respect and
respond to the specific context of a building’s location as well as views to and from
the building, specifically in relationship to Interstate 26 and the Ashley River.

The Magnolia building height districts encourage taller structures near the interstate and lower structures near the Ashley River. Building height must respect and
respond to the specific context of a building’s location as well as views to and from
the building, specifically in relationship to Interstate 26 and the Ashley River.
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3.5 Neighborhood Mews

3.5 Neighborhood Mews

M ews spaces are typically internal to the primary frameworks of public streets and
blocks and complement this system with a flexible landscape amenity. These areas
will be designed to provide a park or garden setting for building frontages in place
of a vehicular street. M ews design shall:

M ews spaces are typically internal to the primary frameworks of public streets and
blocks and complement this system with a flexible landscape amenity. These areas
will be designed to provide a park or garden setting for building frontages in place
of a vehicular street. M ews design shall:

1. Incorporate pedestrian walkways

1. Incorporate pedestrian walkways

2. B e landscaped throughout with a layer of semi-private garden spaces separating residential entries from common areas to create comfortable relationships
between public space and private space

2. B e landscaped throughout with a layer of semi-private garden spaces separating residential entries from common areas to create comfortable relationships
between public space and private space

3. B e a minimum width of 20 feet minimum from face to face of buildings

3. B e a minimum width of 20 feet minimum from face to face of buildings

4. B e connected to streets and pedestrian networks

4. B e connected to streets and pedestrian networks

5. Provide limited vehicular access

5. Provide limited vehicular access
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3.6 Parking Standard/Parking Area Design

3.6 Parking Standard/Parking Area Design

1. Objectives

1. Objectives

a. Maximize parking efficiency.

a. Maximize parking efficiency.

b. Minimize visibility of parked cars or parking structures where feasible

b. Minimize visibility of parked cars or parking structures where feasible

c. Utilize tree canopy coverage and material choices to reduce heat island
effect.

c. Utilize tree canopy coverage and material choices to reduce heat island
effect.

d. Encourage uses that accommodate shared parking opportunities.

d. Encourage uses that accommodate shared parking opportunities.

e. Optimize safety and aesthetics through adequate lighting while maximizing
energy efficiency through fixture selection and layout.

e. Optimize safety and aesthetics through adequate lighting while maximizing
energy efficiency through fixture selection and layout.

2. General Principles:

2. General Principles:

a. Any parking, loading or services areas shall be located towards the rear or
side portions of the lot and/or screened from adjacent streets with screen
walls to minimize their visibility, where feasible. Refer to Section 3.8.

a. Any parking, loading or services areas shall be located towards the rear or
side portions of the lot and/or screened from adjacent streets with screen
walls to minimize their visibility, where feasible. Refer to Section 3.8.

b. Where an alley is present, access to parking and service areas should be
accessed by the alley.

b. Where an alley is present, access to parking and service areas should be
accessed by the alley.

c. Where an alley is not present, parking and service areas shall be accessed
by way of a driveway.

c. Where an alley is not present, parking and service areas shall be accessed
by way of a driveway.

d. Curb cut widths and driveways accessing the street from parking areas
shall be as narrow as possible to accommodate normal vehicular ingress
and egress.

d. Curb cut widths and driveways accessing the street from parking areas
shall be as narrow as possible to accommodate normal vehicular ingress
and egress.

e. Cross-access and inter-parcel access drives are encouraged between
parcels sharing a common parcel line.

e. Cross-access and inter-parcel access drives are encouraged between
parcels sharing a common parcel line.

f.

f. Where feasible, larger parking areas shall be broken up into smaller “parking rooms” to minimize their visual Impact.

Where feasible, larger parking areas shall be broken up into smaller “parking rooms” to minimize their visual Impact.

g. Curb cuts and entry driveways should be constructed as shared access
points along common parcel lines where practical.

g. Curb cuts and entry driveways should be constructed as shared access
points along common parcel lines where practical.

h. Canopy trees should be used to provide shade cover for the parking areas.

h. Canopy trees should be used to provide shade cover for the parking areas.

3. Bicycle Parking

3. Bicycle Parking

Adequate and safe facilities for bicycle parking shall be located at all trailheads,
near bus stops, and on the premises of all new development. Bicycle parking
shall be located in areas conveniently reached from the street, at or near main
entrances to buildings in well-lit areas.

Adequate and safe facilities for bicycle parking shall be located at all trailheads,
near bus stops, and on the premises of all new development. Bicycle parking
shall be located in areas conveniently reached from the street, at or near main
entrances to buildings in well-lit areas.

3.7 Driveways

3.7 Driveways

1. Driveway design and spacing for business, office, or industrial uses will comply with the City of Charleston Zoning Ordinance Section 54-310 except as
follows:

1. Driveway design and spacing for business, office, or industrial uses will comply with the City of Charleston Zoning Ordinance Section 54-310 except as
follows:
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Chapter 3. Site Development Principles

3.8 Service and Loading Areas

3.8 Service and Loading Areas

1. Intent

1. Intent

Servicing and loading in Magnolia are intended to integrate with the urban nature
of the development. A s an active, mixed-use place, the servicing and loading
will necessarily come in a variety of forms based on the needs of tenants and
operators. This section identifies the minimum parameters to be met across all
forms of multi-family and non-residential development in Magnolia.

Servicing and loading in Magnolia are intended to integrate with the urban nature
of the development. A s an active, mixed-use place, the servicing and loading
will necessarily come in a variety of forms based on the needs of tenants and
operators. This section identifies the minimum parameters to be met across all
forms of multi-family and non-residential development in Magnolia.

2. Location of Servicing

2. Location of Servicing

Loading zones and service locations are generally one of two types:

Loading zones and service locations are generally one of two types:

a. On-Street Loading Zone: Loading Zones are located along curbs in marked
locations and are for establishments with no or limited rear access.

a. On-Street Loading Zone: Loading Zones are located along curbs in marked
locations and are for establishments with no or limited rear access.

b. Interior Block Loading and Servicing: Servicing Locations and Loading
Zones are accessed to the rear of buildings toward the center of the block.

b. Interior Block Loading and Servicing: Servicing Locations and Loading
Zones are accessed to the rear of buildings toward the center of the block.

3. Dimension of Loading Zone

3. Dimension of Loading Zone

Off-street loading space requirements for business, wholesale, and industrial
uses shall conform to the City of Charleston Zoning Ordinance Section 54-321.
However, small retail businesses may share an individual loading zone as determined by the Magnolia Design Committee.

Off-street loading space requirements for business, wholesale, and industrial
uses shall conform to the City of Charleston Zoning Ordinance Section 54-321.
However, small retail businesses may share an individual loading zone as determined by the Magnolia Design Committee.

4. Hours for On-Street Loading Zones may be established.

4. Hours for On-Street Loading Zones may be established.

5. Screening of Loading and Service Areas

5. Screening of Loading and Service Areas

Loading docks, dumpsters, and other “b ack-of-house” elements shall be
screened from direct view from streets. Refer to the Landscape Principles for
appropriate screening devices to be used when these areas are not otherwise
screened by a building.

Loading docks, dumpsters, and other “b ack-of-house” elements shall be
screened from direct view from streets. Refer to the Landscape Principles for
appropriate screening devices to be used when these areas are not otherwise
screened by a building.

3.9 Screen Walls

3.9 Screen Walls

1. Intent

1. Intent

Screen Walls are intended to extend the sense of street frontage of buildings
and active uses within a block so that the pedestrian experience is continuous
and connected to a clear public space. Screen walls are also used to shield and
secure service and mechanical equipment facilities from the public realm.

Screen Walls are intended to extend the sense of street frontage of buildings
and active uses within a block so that the pedestrian experience is continuous
and connected to a clear public space. Screen walls are also used to shield and
secure service and mechanical equipment facilities from the public realm.

2. Screen walls shall be provided to screen parking areas from adjacent streets
where feasible. Screen walls may be composed of masonry walls and/or metal
fencing in possible combination with appropriate plantings to soften their visual
impact.

2. Screen walls shall be provided to screen parking areas from adjacent streets
where feasible. Screen walls may be composed of masonry walls and/or metal
fencing in possible combination with appropriate plantings to soften their visual
impact.

3. Screen walls shall be a minimum of three feet six inches tall and maximum of 8
feet tall measured from the adjacent street or sidewalk surface.

3. Screen walls shall be a minimum of three feet six inches tall and maximum of 8
feet tall measured from the adjacent street or sidewalk surface.

4. Screen walls shall have openings no larger than necessary to allow pedestrian and vehicular access and to provide for clear site triangles per applicable
municipal codes.

4. Screen walls shall have openings no larger than necessary to allow pedestrian and vehicular access and to provide for clear site triangles per applicable
municipal codes.
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4.1 Overview

4.1 Overview

Buildings in Magnolia will be part of a dedicated effort to establish a common
vocabulary of architectural elements and design qualities that emphasize regional
materials, building traditions and trades, and cultural influences. While the character of each building may be individual and specific, Magnolia Architectural Design
Principles require a common approach to designing for human scale and supporting
social and civic spaces. It is important that the character and scale of each building
are designed principally to make memorable urban sp aces and foster a sense of
connectivity for all who live, work, and play there.

Buildings in Magnolia will be part of a dedicated effort to establish a common
vocabulary of architectural elements and design qualities that emphasize regional
materials, building traditions and trades, and cultural influences. While the character of each building may be individual and specific, Magnolia Architectural Design
Principles require a common approach to designing for human scale and supporting
social and civic spaces. It is important that the character and scale of each building
are designed principally to make memorable urban sp aces and foster a sense of
connectivity for all who live, work, and play there.

The genesis of architectural character for Magnolia begins with simple, vernacular buildings found throughout South Carolina and the Southeast region’s urban
landscapes that include: mercantile buildings with simple forms and large areas of
finely-paned glass to flood work spaces with light; simple, well-proportioned homes
lining streets to create neighborhoods; warehouses, stores, and small manufacturing buildings that are flexible and adaptable. These precedents establish a fabric for
regional identity and offer new possibilities with emerging programs and building
systems.

The genesis of architectural character for Magnolia begins with simple, vernacular buildings found throughout South Carolina and the Southeast region’s urban
landscapes that include: mercantile buildings with simple forms and large areas of
finely-paned glass to flood work spaces with light; simple, well-proportioned homes
lining streets to create neighborhoods; warehouses, stores, and small manufacturing buildings that are flexible and adaptable. These precedents establish a fabric for
regional identity and offer new possibilities with emerging programs and building
systems.

Air, water, light, and shade are primary elements that will influence the design of
facades and components, orientation, and massing within Magnolia. This response
to natural systems, views, and context combines with a mandate to create urban
spaces that serve specific functions and qualities for the community. In keeping
with the distinctive placemaking that will define Magnolia, off-the-shelf prototype
building designs will not be permitted.

Air, water, light, and shade are primary elements that will influence the design of
facades and components, orientation, and massing within Magnolia. This response
to natural systems, views, and context combines with a mandate to create urban
spaces that serve specific functions and qualities for the community. In keeping
with the distinctive placemaking that will define Magnolia, off-the-shelf prototype
building designs will not be permitted.
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4.2 Architectural Character by Building Type

4.2 Architectural Character by Building Type

4.2.1 Si ngl e- Fami l y Attached Residential: Townhouses

4.2.1 Si ngl e- Fami l y Attached Residential: Townhouses

Townhouse buildings are typically two to three-and-a-half stories with a massing
expression of either a unified building or individualized units. Provide a simple main
body mass with secondary massing elements that may contrast through color and/
or material. Each unit should have a “gift to the street” in the form of a balcony,
bay window, terrace, and/or porch. Consider alignment with adjacent units: similar
facades are typically coplanar whereas alternative designs should be offset.

Townhouse buildings are typically two to three-and-a-half stories with a massing
expression of either a unified building or individualized units. Provide a simple main
body mass with secondary massing elements that may contrast through color and/
or material. Each unit should have a “gift to the street” in the form of a balcony,
bay window, terrace, and/or porch. Consider alignment with adjacent units: similar
facades are typically coplanar whereas alternative designs should be offset.

The following images are representative of the intended design character for Townhouses at Magnolia.

The following images are representative of the intended design character for Townhouses at Magnolia.
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4.2.2 Multi-Family Residential: Apartments/Lofts

4.2.2 Multi-Family Residential: Apartments/Lofts

The residential architecture will derive from Charleston’s architectural traditions
but allow for and celebrate the site’s working history and post-industrial character.
Multi-Family residential buildings should have simple basic massing with vertically
articulated bays of window and door openings. The use of sun shading devices such
as brise soleil, shutters, canopies, balconies, and deep overhangs is encouraged.

The residential architecture will derive from Charleston’s architectural traditions
but allow for and celebrate the site’s working history and post-industrial character.
Multi-Family residential buildings should have simple basic massing with vertically
articulated bays of window and door openings. The use of sun shading devices such
as brise soleil, shutters, canopies, balconies, and deep overhangs is encouraged.

The principal entrance to the building shall be included within the primary or streetfacing facade. Additional ancillary access may be located along side or rear elevations or accessed by an exterior stair from the ground floor.

The principal entrance to the building shall be included within the primary or streetfacing facade. Additional ancillary access may be located along side or rear elevations or accessed by an exterior stair from the ground floor.

The following images are representative of the intended design character for Apartment/Loft buildings at Magnolia.

The following images are representative of the intended design character for Apartment/Loft buildings at Magnolia.
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4.2.3 M i xed -Use

4.2.3 M i xed -Use

Mixed-use buildings will contribute to the creation of active urban streets and plazas
within Magnolia. The design of mixed-use buildings in Magnolia should incorporate
distinctive ground floor openings and bays that reflect individual storefronts or living
units. Transparency for ground floor facades is an important part of the pedestrian
experience. Ideally, ground floors will have glazing in at least half of the perimeter
facade areas facing a primary street or plaza address.

Mixed-use buildings will contribute to the creation of active urban streets and plazas
within Magnolia. The design of mixed-use buildings in Magnolia should incorporate
distinctive ground floor openings and bays that reflect individual storefronts or living
units. Transparency for ground floor facades is an important part of the pedestrian
experience. Ideally, ground floors will have glazing in at least half of the perimeter
facade areas facing a primary street or plaza address.

Commercial uses on the ground floors of mixed-use buildings should create a diverse
character for each designated business including such elements as material use,
storefront or entrance design, signage, color, and facade setback and articulation.

Commercial uses on the ground floors of mixed-use buildings should create a diverse
character for each designated business including such elements as material use,
storefront or entrance design, signage, color, and facade setback and articulation.

Upper stories should exhibit simple building massing strategies with simple fenestration patterns that create distinct building patterns.

Upper stories should exhibit simple building massing strategies with simple fenestration patterns that create distinct building patterns.

The following images are representative of the intended design character for MixedUse buildings at Magnolia.

The following images are representative of the intended design character for MixedUse buildings at Magnolia.
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4.2.4 Office & Light Industrial

4.2.4 Office & Light Industrial

Office and Light Industrial buildings within Magnolia should be designed to reflect
the simplicity and scale of former workplace building types found in the city’s working waterfronts. These buildings are comprised of simple forms, often masonry,
with large glazed openings that read as punched openings or vertically articulated
bays. Principal facades facing public areas often have large glazed areas, typically
providing transparency across at least half of the facade. Entrances and the exterior
expression of vertical circulation components such as elevators and stairways are
articulated on the facades. Common or specialized use spaces are expressed as
distinct building forms at the ground floor that complement the primary massing.
Terraces and roof gardens are often incorporated into the design. Sustainable design
elements such as brise soleil components, deep roof or canopy elements, operable
window, and air exchange devices, solar energy cells and panels are encouraged.

Office and Light Industrial buildings within Magnolia should be designed to reflect
the simplicity and scale of former workplace building types found in the city’s working waterfronts. These buildings are comprised of simple forms, often masonry,
with large glazed openings that read as punched openings or vertically articulated
bays. Principal facades facing public areas often have large glazed areas, typically
providing transparency across at least half of the facade. Entrances and the exterior
expression of vertical circulation components such as elevators and stairways are
articulated on the facades. Common or specialized use spaces are expressed as
distinct building forms at the ground floor that complement the primary massing.
Terraces and roof gardens are often incorporated into the design. Sustainable design
elements such as brise soleil components, deep roof or canopy elements, operable
window, and air exchange devices, solar energy cells and panels are encouraged.

Principal entrances to the building shall face a street. Loading and service areas shall
be screened with separate entrances from primary pedestrian entrances.

Principal entrances to the building shall face a street. Loading and service areas shall
be screened with separate entrances from primary pedestrian entrances.

The following images are representative of the intended design character for Office
and Light Industrial buildings at Magnolia.

The following images are representative of the intended design character for Office
and Light Industrial buildings at Magnolia.
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4.2.5 Hospitality

4.2.5 Hospitality

Hospitality buildings in Magnolia should follow the patterns for mixed-use buildings with distinctive ground floor articulation that has taller floor to ceiling heights
and generous openings with a high degree of transparency along principal facades.
Active, multiple public uses such as cafes and restaurants, shops, recreational facilities, and courtyards are all encouraged uses on the ground floors of hospitality
buildings. Terraces for dining or outdoor activities and roof gardens are encouraged
above street level.

Hospitality buildings in Magnolia should follow the patterns for mixed-use buildings with distinctive ground floor articulation that has taller floor to ceiling heights
and generous openings with a high degree of transparency along principal facades.
Active, multiple public uses such as cafes and restaurants, shops, recreational facilities, and courtyards are all encouraged uses on the ground floors of hospitality
buildings. Terraces for dining or outdoor activities and roof gardens are encouraged
above street level.

Principal entrances to the building shall be incorporated in the front facade facing a
street. Vehicular drop off should ideally occur as on-street visitor parking and
valet service or from parking lot driveways with direct access to off-street parking.
A porte-cochere may be used off-street entrances if minimized to encourage and
allow pedestrian access. Entrances to portions of the building above the ground floor
should be through a ground level lobby.

Principal entrances to the building shall be incorporated in the front facade facing a
street. Vehicular drop off should ideally occur as on-street visitor parking and
valet service or from parking lot driveways with direct access to off-street parking.
A porte-cochere may be used off-street entrances if minimized to encourage and
allow pedestrian access. Entrances to portions of the building above the ground floor
should be through a ground level lobby.

The following images are representative of the intended design character for Hospitality buildings at Magnolia.

The following images are representative of the intended design character for Hospitality buildings at Magnolia.
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4.2.6 Retail/Commercial: One- Story & Multi-Story

4.2.6 Retail/Commercial: O n e- Stor y & Multi-Story

Infused with local architectural heritage, a vibrant industrial inspired design will create a contemporary look for Magnolia’s commercial districts. Metal cladding and
glazing will pull from Charleston’s industrial heritage and create a regionally distinctive and active space. These stand-alone commercial buildings will read as a minimum two-story mass with an eave height greater than 16 feet. Expressive use of
large gazed areas on the ground level in combination with either masonry, steel, or
wood structures are encouraged as signature components of the principal building
forms. These structures are intended to create both interior and exterior spaces that
can function as connected outdoor dining terraces and garden rooms.
Buildings may utilize punched opening or skeletal window and storefront typologies.
Building and individual shop entrances will front active public spaces such as plazas,
greens, and streets.
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The following images are representative of the intended design character for Retail/
Commercial buildings at Magnolia.
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4.2.7 Entertainment Retail

Entertainment-based retailers provide animation and a regional draw to complement
smaller, more locally-based retail operations. Typical larger floor plate building types
support these uses. In Magnolia, these building types will create a continuum of the
street frontage for mixed-use or retail precincts and may include a dedicated public
space in association with the normal pedestrian frontage. These uses will provide
large areas of transparency at the ground level on principal streets. Buildings must
establish a vertical bay articulation on the primary facades while allowing for a signature entry or accent element that may create a landmark element and contrast
with the overall bay expression along the street face.
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The following images are representative of the intended design character for Entertainment Retail buildings at Magnolia.
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4.2.7 Entertainment Retail
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4.2.8 Parking Structures

4.2.8 Parking Structures

Parking structures in Magnolia will be designed to create vertically articulated bays
and openings in a composed facade design. Openings may either be large in keeping
with a loft building composition or smaller punched openings that repeat in composed patterns across the facade. Transparency on each floor should be maximized
as much as possible. Openings may be screened, glazed, or open to the outside.
Green walls and landscape terraces are encouraged as well as sun shading devices,
awnings, and articulated screening such as shutters or trellis structures.

Parking structures in Magnolia will be designed to create vertically articulated bays
and openings in a composed facade design. Openings may either be large in keeping
with a loft building composition or smaller punched openings that repeat in composed patterns across the facade. Transparency on each floor should be maximized
as much as possible. Openings may be screened, glazed, or open to the outside.
Green walls and landscape terraces are encouraged as well as sun shading devices,
awnings, and articulated screening such as shutters or trellis structures.

Garages shall have active ground floor uses along primary frontages. A central lobby
space for pedestrian access shall be provided off a principal street frontage. Garage
entrances shall be located within the standard bay width of the building to allow for
vehicular acc ess while preserving safe pedestrian access and active street frontages. Sloped ramps or decks shall be screened from view along principal streets
and Interstate 26. Ground floor uses adjacent to vehicular entrances on a primary
street or plaza are encouraged. Ceiling mounted lighting shall be screened from
direct view at street level. Roof deck lighting shall also be mounted as an integral
building component versus pole mounted types.

Garages shall have active ground floor uses along primary frontages. A central lobby
space for pedestrian access shall be provided off a principal street frontage. Garage
entrances shall be located within the standard bay width of the building to allow for
vehicular acc ess while preserving safe pedestrian access and active street frontages. Sloped ramps or decks shall be screened from view along principal streets
and Interstate 26. Ground floor uses adjacent to vehicular entrances on a primary
street or plaza are encouraged. Ceiling mounted lighting shall be screened from
direct view at street level. Roof deck lighting shall also be mounted as an integral
building component versus pole mounted types.

The following images are representative of the intended design character for Parking
Structures at Magnolia.

The following images are representative of the intended design character for Parking
Structures at Magnolia.
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4.2.9 Spec i al ty Buildings/Non-Habitable Structures

4.2.9 Spec i al ty Buildings/Non-Habitable Structures

Ancillary structures are part of the Magnolia design intention. Portable or seasonal
uses will be encouraged within the plan. Open air structures to provide shade or
protection from the rain and wind will be encouraged as part of the environmental
aesthetic. Non-habitable structures will also add character to the Magnolia skyline.
Examples include a landmark water-tower feature, iconic roof-top signage, and building tower elements that anchor key intersections.

Ancillary structures are part of the Magnolia design intention. Portable or seasonal
uses will be encouraged within the plan. Open air structures to provide shade or
protection from the rain and wind will be encouraged as part of the environmental
aesthetic. Non-habitable structures will also add character to the Magnolia skyline.
Examples include a landmark water-tower feature, iconic roof-top signage, and building tower elements that anchor key intersections.

These structures will range in type and size. In general, the use of similar materials
such as brick, metal panels and siding, structural steel or heavy timber, concrete,
and glass will be common to all building types.

These structures will range in type and size. In general, the use of similar materials
such as brick, metal panels and siding, structural steel or heavy timber, concrete,
and glass will be common to all building types.

The following images are representative of the intended design character for Specialty Buildings/Non-Habitable Structures at Magnolia.

The following images are representative of the intended design character for Specialty Buildings/Non-Habitable Structures at Magnolia.
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4.3 Massing and Composition

Chapter 4. Architectural D e s ig n Principles

4.3 Massing and Composition

4.3.1 Kit of Parts: M assi ng, Composition, and Additive Components

4.3.1 Kit of Parts: M assi n g, Composition, and Additive Com p on en ts

1. Begin with simple building massing forms.

1. Begin
Begin with simple building massing
massing forms.
forms.

2. Application of additive elements may be used to create a wide variety of
building configurations throughout the site using a broad palette of materials
and components. Additive elements may be composed of materials or
compositional arrangements that create a contrast to the basic building
articulation — including special elements or landmark features that add
vibrance to the streetscape.

2. Application
of additive
2.
Application of
additive elements
elements may
may be
be used
used to
to create
create aawide
wide variety
varietyof
of building configurations
building the
configurations
theofsite
using a and
broad
palette of materials
throughout
site using athroughout
broad palette
materials
components.
Additive elements may be
and components. Additive elements may be composed of materials or
composed of materials or compositional arrangements that create a contrast to the basic building
compositional arrangements that create a contrast to the basic building
articulation — including special elements or landmark features that add vibrance to the streetscape.
articulation — including special elements or landmark features that add
vibrance to the streetscape.
3 a. Residential Buildings: Develop a compositional system based on vertical bays that are typically
3.
Develop
a compositional
system abased
onatvertical
typically
no
no wider than
24 feet. This creates
rhythm
street bays
level that
that are
provides
a human
scale and serves
wider than 24 feet. This creates a rhythm at street level that provides a human
to connect building patterns together to create a pleasant civic realm. Avoiding blank walls along
scale and serves to connect building patterns together to create a pleasant
principal streets is a key component of this strategy as well.
civic realm. Avoiding blank walls along principal streets is a key component of
b. this
Commercial
Buildings:
Develop a system of 30’ bays that provides a facade rhythm utilizing
strategy as
well.
either a curtain wall or a window wall system. Articulate corners with building elements such as
4. Window bays may either be punched openings as in many traditional masonry
reveals and projections that define the ends of the block.
building types or a skeletal system of curtain walls.

3. Develop a compositional system based on vertical bays that are typically no
wider than 24 feet. This creates a rhythm at street level that provides a human
scale and serves to connect building patterns together to create a pleasant
civic realm. Avoiding blank walls along principal streets is a key component of
this strategy as well.
4. Window bays may either be punched openings as in many traditional masonry
building types or a skeletal system of curtain walls.
5. Articulate the bays with window and door assemblies that follow the bay
patterns.

5. Articulate
the bays
with window
and door
assemblies
that follow
the bay
4.
Window bays
may either
be punched
openings
as in many
traditional
masonry building types or
patterns.
a skeletal
system of curtain walls.
6. The addition of rooftop components creates another point of accentuation and
contrast. the
Rooftop
terraces
with and
active
uses
are encouraged
in Magnolia
for an
5. Articulate
bays with
window
door
assemblies
that follow
the bay patterns.
active skyline.

6. The addition of rooftop components creates another point of accentuation and
contrast. Rooftop terraces with active uses are encouraged in Magnolia for an
active skyline.

6. The addition of rooftop components creates another point of accentuation and contrast. Rooftop
terraces with active uses are encouraged in Magnolia for an active skyline.
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4.3.4 B ay Articulation Precedents

4.3.4 B ay Articulation Precedents
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4.3.5 Exam p l es of B ay Articulation

Punched opening window articulation
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4.3.5 Exam p l es of B ay Articulation

Larger glazed areas in a loft/industrial
building facade composition

Balconies add depth and shadow to the
facade and provide an important outdoor amenity
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Larger glazed areas in a loft/industrial
building facade composition

Balconies add depth and shadow to the
facade and provide an important outdoor amenity
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4.3.6 Sp ec i al Element Precedents

4.3.6 Sp ec i al Element Precedents

Window bays and roof terraces at upper levels indicate habitable spaces above the pedestrian realm

Material change at corner to provide emphasis

Window bays and roof terraces at upper levels indicate habitable spaces above the pedestrian realm

Curtain wall glazing at this add-on bay provides contrast to the
masonry main body

Corner glazing anchors the building at a key intersection
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Open air structures provide shade and staging areas for public space
activity and performances
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Curtain wall glazing at this add-on bay provides contrast to the
masonry main body
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Entry awning provides shade and covered seating area

Multi-floor window bays at depth and shadow to a facade
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Shading devices improve indoor environment and add architectural interest

Loggias provide shade relief and enhance the pedestrian experience
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Entry awning provides shade and covered seating area

Multi-floor window bays at depth and shadow to a facade
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Shading devices improve indoor environment and add architectural interest

Loggias provide shade relief and enhance the pedestrian experience
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4.4 Exterior Building Materials

4.4 Exterior Building Materials

The materials used should be of high quality and reflect an emphasis on regional
materials and construction. While each building may have an individual, specific
design, the intent is to ensure a consistent vocabulary of timeless materials throughout Magnolia.

The materials used should be of high quality and reflect an emphasis on regional
materials and construction. While each building may have an individual, specific
design, the intent is to ensure a consistent vocabulary of timeless materials throughout Magnolia.

1. Cladding and Trim

1. Cladding and Trim

a. Brick or painted brick, subject to approval by the Magnolia Design Committee /City Planning Staff (MDC/CPS)
b. Three-coat cementitious stucco, smooth sand finish

a. Brick or painted brick, subject to approval by the Magnolia Design Committee /City Planning Staff (MDC/CPS)
b. Three-coat cementitious stucco, smooth sand finish

Brick

c. Cast stone

c. Cast stone

d. Precast concrete/concrete

d. Precast concrete/concrete

e. Stone

e. Stone

f. Glass fiber reinforced concrete panels

f. Glass fiber reinforced concrete panels

g. Metal panels and metal cladding, subject to approval by M DC/ CPS

g. Metal panels and metal cladding, subject to approval by M DC/ CPS

h. Painted or stained wood or cementitious (smooth finish) in clapboard, lap,
board and batten, and trim to be used as a secondary or accent application.
Cementitious siding subject to approval by the M DC/ CPS.

h. Painted or stained wood or cementitious (smooth finish) in clapboard, lap,
board and batten, and trim to be used as a secondary or accent application.
Cementitious siding subject to approval by the M DC/ CPS.

i.

Exterior insulation and finishing systems (EIFS) not permitted

j.

Additional materials approved by the M DC/ CPS

Metal roofing

2. Roofing

i.

Exterior insulation and finishing systems (EIFS) not permitted

j.

Additional materials approved by the M DC/ CPS

a. Flat roofing systems

b. Standing seam metal, corrugated or 5V crimp galvanized or galvalume
metal

b. Standing seam metal, corrugated or 5V crimp galvanized or galvalume
metal

c. Metal shingle or asphalt composition shingle (residential only)

c. Metal shingle or asphalt composition shingle (residential only)

d. Slate or manufactured slate

d. Slate or manufactured slate

e. Additional materials approved by the M DC/ CPS

e. Additional materials approved by the M DC/ CPS
Curtain wall systems

3. Curtain Walls

a. Aluminum framing system with:
i. Clear glazing

ii. Spandrel glass

iii. Metal panels

iii. Metal panels

4. Windows

4. Windows

a. Wood, metal-clad wood, or vinyl-clad wood frames (extruded vinyl frames
not permitted)

a. Wood, metal-clad wood, or vinyl-clad wood frames (extruded vinyl frames
not permitted)
Stucco and cut stone

b. Metal window systems

c. Coated steel window systems

c. Coated steel window systems

d. Clear glazing with “ E ” coating

d. Clear glazing with “ E ” coating

e. Spandrel glass

e. Spandrel glass

f. Window muntins must project beyond the glazing surface.

f. Window muntins must project beyond the glazing surface.

Metal window systems
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Curtain wall systems

a. Aluminum framing system with:
i. Clear glazing

ii. Spandrel glass

b. Metal window systems

Metal roofing

2. Roofing

a. Flat roofing systems

3. Curtain Walls

Brick

Stucco and cut stone

Metal window systems
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5. Columns and Piers
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5. Columns and Piers

a. Concrete

a. Concrete

b. Precast

b. Precast

c. Glass fiber reinforced concrete

c. Glass fiber reinforced concrete

d. Metal

d. Metal

e. Brick

e. Brick

f.

Wood

6. Balconies
a. Concrete with:
i. Metal railing

f.

Wood

6. Balconies

Wood/composite cladding

a. Concrete with:
i. Metal railing

ii. Glass railing

ii. Glass railing

iii. Wood railing

iii. Wood railing

b. Steel with:
i. Metal railing

b. Steel with:
i. Metal railing

ii. Glass railing

ii. Glass railing
iii. Wood railing

iii. Wood railing
c. Wood with:
i. Metal railing

Metal balcony

c. Wood with:
i. Metal railing

ii. Glass railing

ii. Glass railing

iii. Wood railing

iii. Wood railing

7. Soffits

7. Soffits

a. Stucco

a. Stucco

b. Metal

b. Metal

c. Fiber Cement

Metal panel

Metal panel

d. Concrete

d. Concrete

8. Awnings

8. Awnings
a. Canvas

a . C anvas

b. Metal

b. Metal

c. Glass

c. Glass

Magnolia Design Principles
Charleston, South Carolina

Metal balcony

iv. Structure wrapped with sheet metal cladding

iv. Structure wrapped with sheet metal cladding

c. Fiber Cement

Wood/composite cladding

Glass curtain wall

Glass curtain wall

Concrete

Concrete
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p a g e in t en t io n a l l y l e f t b l a nk
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Overview

Chapter 5. Landscape Architecture Design Principles
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5.1 Overview

5.1 Overview

The landscape design is based on an ethic of ‘preservation and integration’ in which
the existing natural areas are preserved and celebrated to the greatest degree possible. The Ashley River Basin and its associated wetlands are focal points of Magnolia, and their conservation is intrinsic to the quality of the community. The built
landscape is designed to integrate and extend the fabric of the natural systems
through the community and celebrate the unique beauty to be found there.

The landscape design is based on an ethic of ‘preservation and integration’ in which
the existing natural areas are preserved and celebrated to the greatest degree possible. The Ashley River Basin and its associated wetlands are focal points of Magnolia, and their conservation is intrinsic to the quality of the community. The built
landscape is designed to integrate and extend the fabric of the natural systems
through the community and celebrate the unique beauty to be found there.

Landscaping along Magnolia’s streetscapes will be crisp and urban, providing vibrancy and a clear separation between public and private sp aces with a layering of
site walls, plantings, and screening. Plazas and courtyards will encourage engagement with areas dedicated to recreation and respite. Secondary m ews connections
through the neighborhood should be lushly planted, providing a park or garden setting for building frontages.

Landscaping along Magnolia’s streetscapes will be crisp and urban, providing vibrancy and a clear separation between public and private sp aces with a layering of
site walls, plantings, and screening. Plazas and courtyards will encourage engagement with areas dedicated to recreation and respite. Secondary m ews connections
through the neighborhood should be lushly planted, providing a park or garden setting for building frontages.
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5.2 Planting D esign Principles

5.2 Planting D esign Principles

5.2.1 Overvi ew
The planting design shall employ a native and naturalized palette to perpetuate the
sense of place. General objectives include:

5.2.1 Overvi ew
The planting design shall employ a native and naturalized palette to perpetuate the
sense of place. General objectives include:

1. Emphasizing and enhancing the non-vehicular transportation experience by
creating shaded thoroughfares and paths.

1. Emphasizing and enhancing the non-vehicular transportation experience by
creating shaded thoroughfares and paths.

2. Providing visual and sound buffering where required.

2. Providing visual and sound buffering where required.

3. Using plantings to enhance architecture.

3. Using plantings to enhance architecture.

4. Reinforcing neighborhood way-finding systems.

4. Reinforcing neighborhood way-finding systems.

5. Providing shade to reduce the heat island effect.

5. Providing shade to reduce the heat island effect.

6. Selecting indigenous or naturalized plant species that reflect the ecology of
the region, to minimize water use and maximize the health and vitality of
landscape designs.

6. Selecting indigenous or naturalized plant species that reflect the ecology of
the region, to minimize water use and maximize the health and vitality of
landscape designs.

2.
Tree R em oval and Protection
Refer to Section 7 of the Magnolia PUD and Article 3, Part 6 of the City of Charleston
Zoning Ordinance.

Use native species to perpetuate a sense of place

2.
Tree R em oval and Protection
Refer to Section 7 of the Magnolia PUD and Article 3, Part 6 of the City of Charleston
Zoning Ordinance.

3.
Lan d sc ap e Buffers
Landscape buffers, where required, shall conform to Section 6 of the Magnolia PU D
and the City of Charleston Zoning Ordinance Article 3, Part 8.

3.
Lan d sc ap e Buffers
Landscape buffers, where required, shall conform to Section 6 of the Magnolia PU D
and the City of Charleston Zoning Ordinance Article 3, Part 8.

4.

4.

Lan d sc ap e Frontages

1. Landscape frontages will vary from block to block in Magnolia. Landscape
frontages may include courtyards, plazas, and perimeter street screens.

Lan d sc ap e Frontages

1. Landscape frontages will vary from block to block in Magnolia. Landscape
frontages may include courtyards, plazas, and perimeter street screens.

a. Retail frontages may use planting beds, low seat walls, awnings, transparent screens, and street furniture to create a separation of more private
uses like patio dining and exterior displays from the pedestrian thoroughfare without impeding the flow of sidewalk traffic.

a. Retail frontages may use planting beds, low seat walls, awnings, transparent screens, and street furniture to create a separation of more private
uses like patio dining and exterior displays from the pedestrian thoroughfare without impeding the flow of sidewalk traffic.

b. Residential frontages may use a tiered and layered landscape approach to
providing residents with private spaces visually removed from the adjacent
public right-of-way. Stepped terraces, hedges, and site walls will provide
enclosure and elevation above street level.

b. Residential frontages may use a tiered and layered landscape approach to
providing residents with private spaces visually removed from the adjacent
public right-of-way. Stepped terraces, hedges, and site walls will provide
enclosure and elevation above street level.

c . M ews frontages are greenway thoroughfares that provide secondary connections throughout the framework.
2. Individual parcels within a typical block must provide a mix of hardscape and
landscape treatments adjacent to the public rights-of-way or shared access
such as a mews.

Use landscaping to create semi-private areas
within the public realm

c . M ews frontages are greenway thoroughfares that provide secondary connections throughout the framework.
2. Individual parcels within a typical block must provide a mix of hardscape and
landscape treatments adjacent to the public rights-of-way or shared access
such as a mews.

3. A majority of frontage areas between building face and rights-of-ways must be
planted with species other than lawn.

3. A majority of frontage areas between building face and rights-of-ways must be
planted with species other than lawn.

4. Hardscape may be used as the primary landscape treatment for all uses with
plants in containers or built-in landscape areas.

4. Hardscape may be used as the primary landscape treatment for all uses with
plants in containers or built-in landscape areas.

Respect the wetland ecology along the river
Magnolia Design Principles
Charleston, South Carolina

Use native species to perpetuate a sense of place
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5.2.5 Planting on Individual Parcels

5.2.5 Planting on Individual Parcels

1. Trees planted on individual parcels shall complement the street tree character
and pattern near the individual parcel.

1. Trees planted on individual parcels shall complement the street tree character
and pattern near the individual parcel.

2. On individual properties, the size, number, and species of trees shall be in
accordance with the information provided below.

2. On individual properties, the size, number, and species of trees shall be in
accordance with the information provided below.

3. Landscaping of individual properties shall be substantially complete prior to
occupancy.

3. Landscaping of individual properties shall be substantially complete prior to
occupancy.

4. Quality of plant materials shall be in compliance with American National
Landscape Association standards.

4. Quality of plant materials shall be in compliance with American National
Landscape Association standards.

5. Minimum tree sizes for required planting are as follows:

5. Minimum tree sizes for required planting are as follows:

a. Canopy Trees — 2½ inch caliper

a. Canopy Trees — 2½ inch caliper

b. Understory Trees — 8 feet to 10 feet high

b. Understory Trees — 8 feet to 10 feet high

6. On commercial frontages exceeding 60 feet, at least 5 0 % of the trees shall
exceed the minimum caliper of 2½ inches and be a minimum height of 12 to
14 feet at planting.
5.2.6 H ed ges
1. Hedges may be utilized to create privacy along property lines and to enclose
and screen parking areas where space constraints and urban conditions occur.

6. On
frontages
exceeding
60 feet,
at least
50%5of
shall shall
On primary
commercial
frontages
exceeding
60 feet,
at least
0 %the
of trees
the trees
exceed the
the minimum
minimum caliper
caliper of
of 2
2½1/2inches
inches and
and be
be aa minimum
minimum height
height of
of 12 to
exceed
14 to
feet
planting.
12
14atfeet
at planting.
5.2.6 H ed ges

Landscape bed

1. Hedges may be utilized to create privacy along property lines and to enclose
and screen parking areas where space constraints and urban conditions occur.

2. Evergreen species, when used as screening, shall be spaced to quickly achieve
the desired hedge following initial planting.

2. Evergreen species, when used as screening, shall be spaced to quickly achieve
the desired hedge following initial planting.

3. Hedges should be planted and maintained facing principal street frontage with
pedestrian entrances and as required for screening of service areas and
equipment.

3. Hedges should be planted and maintained facing principal street frontage with
pedestrian entrances and as required for screening of service areas and
equipment.

5.2.7 Sh r u b s, Groundcovers, and Lan d sc ap e B ed s

5.2.7 Sh r u b s, Groundcovers, and Lan d sc ap e B ed s

1. All disturbed areas should be re-vegetated with plant materials appropriate to
the context, setting, and micro-climate, utilizing a combination of shrubs,
groundcover, herbaceous species, and grasses.

1. All disturbed areas should be re-vegetated with plant materials appropriate to
the context, setting, and micro-climate, utilizing a combination of shrubs,
groundcover, herbaceous species, and grasses.

2. Shrubs, groundcovers, and herbaceous species should be utilized in areas of
deep shade where it is difficult to establish turf grasses.

2. Shrubs, groundcovers, and herbaceous species should be utilized in areas of
deep shade where it is difficult to establish turf grasses.

5.2.8 L a w n s
1. In commercial settings, public parks, streetscapes and civic areas, lawns can
serve recreational purposes and as a planting strip in wide urban sidewalks
where pedestrian activity is anticipated.

5.2.8 L a w n s
Native ornamentalgrasses

1. In commercial settings, public parks, streetscapes and civic areas, lawns can
serve recreational purposes and as a planting strip in wide urban sidewalks
where pedestrian activity is anticipated.

2 . A s an alternative to lawns, ornamental grasses and groundcovers are encouraged.

2 . A s an alternative to lawns, ornamental grasses and groundcovers are encouraged.

3. Native and ornamental grasses, if used, must be appropriate to context,
remain neat in appearance in all seasons without severe pruning, and must be
planted in accordance with industry standards for size and spacing to encourage rapid grow-in.

3. Native and ornamental grasses, if used, must be appropriate to context,
remain neat in appearance in all seasons without severe pruning, and must be
planted in accordance with industry standards for size and spacing to encourage rapid grow-in.

5.2.9 Appropriate Plant Materials
For guidance in selecting appropriate native and indigenous plant materials, refer to:

5.2.9 Appropriate Plant Materials
For guidance in selecting appropriate native and indigenous plant materials, refer to:

1. Charleston County Park and Recreation Commission Native Plant List for
Coastal South Carolina

1. Charleston County Park and Recreation Commission Native Plant List for
Coastal South Carolina

2. The City of Charleston Zoning Ordinance Appendix A: Recommended Tree and
Shrub Species for Parking Lot Landscaping and Landscape Buffers

2. The City of Charleston Zoning Ordinance Appendix A: Recommended Tree and
Shrub Species for Parking Lot Landscaping and Landscape Buffers

3. The City of Charleston Zoning Ordinance Appendix B: Recommended Native
and Naturalized Tree, Shrub, and Grass Species for Landscape Buffers
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Landscape bed

Native landscaping requires less maintenance
and resources
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3. The City of Charleston Zoning Ordinance Appendix B: Recommended Native
and Naturalized Tree, Shrub, and Grass Species for Landscape Buffers
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5.3 Hardscape

Chapter 5. Landscape Architecture Design Principles

5.3 Hardscape

5.3.1 Paths, Walks, Courtyards, and Terraces

5.3.1 Paths, Walks, Courtyards, and Terraces

1. An appropriate mix of hardscape materials is encouraged. Hardscape elements such as paths, outdoor terraces and courtyards combined with plant
materials, fencing, walls and architectural devices such as balconies, verandas,
trellises and/or arcades to create a series of outdoor garden rooms are
encouraged.

1. An appropriate mix of hardscape materials is encouraged. Hardscape elements such as paths, outdoor terraces and courtyards combined with plant
materials, fencing, walls and architectural devices such as balconies, verandas,
trellises and/or arcades to create a series of outdoor garden rooms are
encouraged.

2. Impervious materials may be used in areas immediate to buildings. Moving
away from the building, a gradual transition to pervious or “softer” pervious
materials is encouraged.

2. Impervious materials may be used in areas immediate to buildings. Moving
away from the building, a gradual transition to pervious or “softer” pervious
materials is encouraged.

3. Approved impervious paving solutions include the following:

3. Approved impervious paving solutions include the following:

a. Brick
b. Granite

a. Brick

Poured concrete

b. Granite

c. Cobble stone

c. Cobble stone

d. Tabby

d. Tabby

e. Poured concrete

e. Poured concrete

f. Concrete pavers

f.

g. Asphalt

g. Asphalt

h. Additional materials approved by the Magnolia Design Committee /City
Planning Staff (MDC/CPS)

h. Additional materials approved by the Magnolia Design Committee /City
Planning Staff (MDC/CPS)

4. Approved pervious paving solutions include the following:

Concrete pavers

4. Approved pervious paving solutions include the following:

a. Crushed rock/pea gravel

a. Crushed rock/pea gravel

b. Plantation mix

b. Plantation mix

c. Oyster shell
d. Compacted earth or sand (paths only)

c. Oyster shell
d. Compacted earth or sand (paths only)

Concrete pavers

e. Mulch

e. Mulch

f. Pervious pavers

f.

g. Pervious asphalt

g. Pervious asphalt

h. Additional materials approved by the M DC/ CPS

h. Additional materials approved by the M DC/ CPS

5.3.2 Dr i veways

5.3.2 Dr i veways
1. Driveways should blend into the landscape through careful siting, design, and
use of architectural devices and plant materials.

2. Driveways shall be subordinate to the overall neighborhood landscape.

2. Driveways shall be subordinate to the overall neighborhood landscape.

3 . See Section III-F: Driveways of this document for further information.

3 . See Section III-F: Driveways of this document for further information.

5.3.3 Walls, Fences, and Gates

5.3.3 Walls, Fences, and Gates
1. Walls, fences, shrub screens, and gates can be used to define the streetscape
and outdoor spaces, as well as screen service areas and parking areas.

Crushed rock gravel

2. Designs are to draw from architectural details and materials in keeping with
the community aesthetic and building design.

2. Designs are to draw from architectural details and materials in keeping with
the community aesthetic and building design.

3. Appropriate masonry types for walls include the following:

3. Appropriate masonry types for walls include the following:

a. Brick

a. Brick

b. Stucco on masonry

b. Stucco on masonry

c. Tabby

c. Tabby

Magnolia Design Principles
Charleston, South Carolina

Concrete pavers

Pervious pavers

1. Driveways should blend into the landscape through careful siting, design, and
use of architectural devices and plant materials.

1. Walls, fences, shrub screens, and gates can be used to define the streetscape
and outdoor spaces, as well as screen service areas and parking areas.

Poured concrete
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4. Appropriate fence and/or planting designs include the following:

4. Appropriate fence and/or planting designs include the following:

a. Wire mesh with metal frame (powdercoat paint or Cor-ten steel)

a. Wire mesh with metal frame (powdercoat paint or Cor-ten steel)

b. “Living fences” (wire fencing, planted heavily with vines or other vegetation)

b. “Living fences” (wire fencing, planted heavily with vines or other vegetation)

c. Pierced brick wall with shrub massing to shield parking

c. Pierced brick wall with shrub massing to shield parking

d. Wood pickets or slats

d. Wood pickets or slats

e. Informal shrub screens

e. Informal shrub screens

f.

Additional materials approved by the M DC/ CPS

5. Appropriate gate designs and associated monuments include the following:

f.
Fence aesthetic is softened with vegetation

a. Brick and/or stucco/tabby monuments

Additional materials approved by the M DC/ CPS

5. Appropriate gate designs and associated monuments include the following:

b. Metal, metal mesh or hardwood gates

b. Metal, metal mesh or hardwood gates

6. Fences and walls should be combined with an integrated shrub screen and/or
vine planting.

6. Fences and walls should be combined with an integrated shrub screen and/or
vine planting.

7. Inappropriate fence, gate and wall types include, but are not limited to, the
following:

7. Inappropriate fence, gate and wall types include, but are not limited to, the
following:

a. Vinyl fencing

a. Vinyl fencing

b. Chain link fencing
c. Unfinished concrete block

b. Chain link fencing
Wooden fence with planter boxes

c. Unfinished concrete block

d. Solid board fence or solid gate designs, rough cut lumber fencing

d. Solid board fence or solid gate designs, rough cut lumber fencing

e. Synthetic wood

e. Synthetic wood

5.4 Water Features
Open ponds or other ground source water features are not permitted due to environmental issues. Fountains are permitted if they are lined, sealed, and not exposed
to groundwater.

Open ponds or other ground source water features are not permitted due to environmental issues. Fountains are permitted if they are lined, sealed, and not exposed
to groundwater.

Metal fence

5.5 Screening of Service Areas and Utilities

Service areas should be designed, located and/or screened so that they are not visible from off-site and do not create nuisance, noise, or odors to adjacent properties
where feasible. Refer to Section 3.8 for further information on Screen Walls.

Service areas should be designed, located and/or screened so that they are not visible from off-site and do not create nuisance, noise, or odors to adjacent properties
where feasible. Refer to Section 3.8 for further information on Screen Walls.

1. Service access shall be from the interior of the parcel wherever practicable,
and not from adjacent streets.

1. Service access shall be from the interior of the parcel wherever practicable,
and not from adjacent streets.

2. Service areas shall be located within the development area of the parcel, and
shall be enclosed with walls or fencing and screened with densely planted
vegetation including shrubs and vines.

2. Service areas shall be located within the development area of the parcel, and
shall be enclosed with walls or fencing and screened with densely planted
vegetation including shrubs and vines.

3. Spacing and size of shrubs shall be sufficient to screen all mechanical units
within one year of planting installation. Plant shrubs tip to tip.

3. Spacing and size of shrubs shall be sufficient to screen all mechanical units
within one year of planting installation. Plant shrubs tip to tip.
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Wooden fence with planter boxes

5.4 Water Features

5.5 Screening of Service Areas and Utilities

4. All trash and refuse collection areas shall be screened from streets and
adjacent properties with a durable enclosure unless completely screened by
intervening buildings or other structures.

Fence aesthetic is softened with vegetation

a. Brick and/or stucco/tabby monuments

Service and utility screening
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4. All trash and refuse collection areas shall be screened from streets and
adjacent properties with a durable enclosure unless completely screened by
intervening buildings or other structures.
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5.6 Parking Lot Landscaping

5.6 Parking Lot Landscaping

5.6.1 Objectives

5.6.1 Objectives

1. Maximize tree canopy coverage to reduce heat island effect.

1. Maximize tree canopy coverage to reduce heat island effect.

2. Provide the feeling of a smaller overall parking area through strategic planting.

2. Provide the feeling of a smaller overall parking area through strategic planting.

3. Aesthetically integrate parking areas into the overall landscape.

3. Aesthetically integrate parking areas into the overall landscape.

5.6.2 Interior Lan d sc ap i n g Principles
Interior landscaping requirements for surface parking lots and other vehicular use
areas shall conform to the City of Charleston Zoning Ordinance Section 54-343.1
with the exception that landscape islands will be required only as follows:

5.6.2 Interior Lan d sc ap i n g Principles
Interior landscaping requirements for surface parking lots and other vehicular use
areas shall conform to the City of Charleston Zoning Ordinance Section 54-343.1
with the exception that landscape islands will be required only as follows:

1. Each parking row shall terminate with landscape islands.

1. Each parking row shall terminate with landscape islands.

2. No more than twelve parking spaces shall be permitted in a continuous row
without being interrupted by a landscape island.

2. No more than twelve parking spaces shall be permitted in a continuous row
without being interrupted by a landscape island.

5.6.3 Perimeter Lan d sc ap i n g Principles
Perimeter landscaping requirements for surface parking lots and other vehicular use
areas shall conform to the City of Charleston Zoning Ordinance Section 54-343 with
the following additional requirements:

5.6.3 Perimeter Lan d sc ap i n g Principles
Perimeter landscaping requirements for surface parking lots and other vehicular use
areas shall conform to the City of Charleston Zoning Ordinance Section 54-343 with
the following additional requirements:

1. No buffer is required at property lines within shared and/or interconnected
parking lots.

1. No buffer is required at property lines within shared and/or interconnected
parking lots.

2. Parking lots adjacent to natural open spaces and major parkways and collectors should include a landscaped buffer that is at least 10 feet wide. Trees
should be located to allow for open vistas to buildings, graphics, and other key
focal points.

2. Parking lots adjacent to natural open spaces and major parkways and collectors should include a landscaped buffer that is at least 10 feet wide. Trees
should be located to allow for open vistas to buildings, graphics, and other key
focal points.

5.7 Landscape Structures and Site Furnishings

5.7 Landscape Structures and Site Furnishings

Landscape structures and site furnishings include benches, trash and recycling
receptacles, bollards, and bicycle racks. The design and placement of these elements contribute to the identity and character of Magnolia.

Landscape structures and site furnishings include benches, trash and recycling
receptacles, bollards, and bicycle racks. The design and placement of these elements contribute to the identity and character of Magnolia.

1. Benches and other forms of seating (i.e. seat walls, planters, and wide steps)
should be located intermittently along the retail and mixed-use streets, and
within plaza spaces and public open space. The use of individual moveable
seating is encouraged.

1. Benches and other forms of seating (i.e. seat walls, planters, and wide steps)
should be located intermittently along the retail and mixed-use streets, and
within plaza spaces and public open space. The use of individual moveable
seating is encouraged.

2. Trash and recycling receptacles should be located at intersections along the
primary street frontages, entrances to parks and plaza, outside major building
entrances. The containers shall be wind and rain proof. The design shall
facilitate access to the liner and have the option to be anchored to the ground.

2. Trash and recycling receptacles should be located at intersections along the
primary street frontages, entrances to parks and plaza, outside major building
entrances. The containers shall be wind and rain proof. The design shall
facilitate access to the liner and have the option to be anchored to the ground.

3. Bollards may be used to prevent motorists from entering into a pedestrian-only
zone on plazas or m ews areas. They can be used to mark the interface
between the public and the private realm. Removable bollards may be
permitted where appropriate for emergency access. Bollards shall be designed
in conjunction with other site furnishings to ensure consistency throughout
Magnolia.

3. Bollards may be used to prevent motorists from entering into a pedestrian-only
zone on plazas or m ews areas. They can be used to mark the interface
between the public and the private realm. Removable bollards may be
permitted where appropriate for emergency access. Bollards shall be designed
in conjunction with other site furnishings to ensure consistency throughout
Magnolia.
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Chapter 6. Signage Principles

6.1 Overview

6.1 Overview

1.

1.

Desi gn Phi l osophy

Desi gn Phi l osophy

Signage in Magnolia will take on many different forms and voices based on the
intended use. Civic or municipal gateway and wayfinding signs will mark streets,
parks, and trails, and will help direct people to parking. Signs for individual buildings
or users will provide opportunities to add character and variety to retail districts.
Building signs may be suspended under awnings, projected from the building,
applied to or painted on the building, or freestanding within the setback zone. Special public buildings may have signs that become sculptural elements. The materials
and architectural details of the signs shall be consistent with the palette and design
ethic of Magnolia.

Signage in Magnolia will take on many different forms and voices based on the
intended use. Civic or municipal gateway and wayfinding signs will mark streets,
parks, and trails, and will help direct people to parking. Signs for individual buildings
or users will provide opportunities to add character and variety to retail districts.
Building signs may be suspended under awnings, projected from the building,
applied to or painted on the building, or freestanding within the setback zone. Special public buildings may have signs that become sculptural elements. The materials
and architectural details of the signs shall be consistent with the palette and design
ethic of Magnolia.

2.

2.

Objectives

Objectives

1. There will be several co-existing sign voices within the community, with
different volumes from subtle to vibrant, that provide variation and visual
interest. Accordingly, civic signage will be relatively “quiet,” while commercial,
hospitality and retail and entertainment signage may be more “lively.”

1. There will be several co-existing sign voices within the community, with
different volumes from subtle to vibrant, that provide variation and visual
interest. Accordingly, civic signage will be relatively “quiet,” while commercial,
hospitality and retail and entertainment signage may be more “lively.”

2. All civic, residential, and commercial signage should complement the architecture, creating a lively atmosphere and visually enriching the fabric of the overall
community.

2. All civic, residential, and commercial signage should complement the architecture, creating a lively atmosphere and visually enriching the fabric of the overall
community.

3. Signs should work with the other street amenities in establishing the character
of the street on which they front while clearly identifying a business, encouraging window shopping, and enhancing the pedestrian experience. Avoid an
overabundance of signage that creates visual clutter.

3. Signs should work with the other street amenities in establishing the character
of the street on which they front while clearly identifying a business, encouraging window shopping, and enhancing the pedestrian experience. Avoid an
overabundance of signage that creates visual clutter.

4. A cohesive family of municipal or civic signs should provide a quiet street
presence that unifies the community throughout, and becomes the constant
backdrop to the widely varying commercial spectrum of signage.

4. A cohesive family of municipal or civic signs should provide a quiet street
presence that unifies the community throughout, and becomes the constant
backdrop to the widely varying commercial spectrum of signage.

5. All signs shall be subject to the sole and discretionary aesthetic appropriateness review by the Magnolia Design Committee /City Planning Staff (MDC/
CPS) so that signs are consistent and in harmony with the Magnolia design
vision. The M DC/ CPS will use the graphics and language in these principles
and other use and location appropriate precedents to make a determination of
appropriateness on a case-by-case basis.

5. All signs shall be subject to the sole and discretionary aesthetic appropriateness review by the Magnolia Design Committee /City Planning Staff (MDC/
CPS) so that signs are consistent and in harmony with the Magnolia design
vision. The M DC/ CPS will use the graphics and language in these principles
and other use and location appropriate precedents to make a determination of
appropriateness on a case-by-case basis.

6.1.3 General Desi gn Principles

6.1.3 General Desi gn Principles

1. Size and Placement

1. Size and Placement

a. The design, size, and location of each sign will be reviewed and approved
in context with the design of the building to which it pertains and its specific use.

a. The design, size, and location of each sign will be reviewed and approved
in context with the design of the building to which it pertains and its specific use.

b. Sign area shall be calculated in accordance with Section 54-403.b of the
City of Charleston Zoning Ordinance.

b. Sign area shall be calculated in accordance with Section 54-403.b of the
City of Charleston Zoning Ordinance.

c. Signage may only be placed in the public right of way when allowed by the
City of Charleston Zoning Ordinance, Article 4 with the following exceptions.
i. Signs mounted projecting from the facade may encroach into the right
of way as permitted in Section 4.1 of the Magnolia PUD.

c. Signage may only be placed in the public right of way when allowed by the
City of Charleston Zoning Ordinance, Article 4 with the following exceptions.
i. Signs mounted projecting from the facade may encroach into the right
of way as permitted in Section 4.1 of the Magnolia PUD.

ii. Sandwich board signs may be placed on any sidewalk so long as pedestrian clearances are maintained and access is not blocked.

ii. Sandwich board signs may be placed on any sidewalk so long as pedestrian clearances are maintained and access is not blocked.

iii. Sandwich board signs placed in the right of way may not require an
encroachment permit.

iii. Sandwich board signs placed in the right of way may not require an
encroachment permit.

d. No signage is permitted within the vision clearance triangle at street intersections.
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d. No signage is permitted within the vision clearance triangle at street intersections.
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e. Signs mounted on buildings, other than those that name the building,
should be clearly visible from the street level.

Chapter 6. Signage Principles

e. Signs mounted on buildings, other than those that name the building,
should be clearly visible from the street level.

2. Prohibited Signage

2. Prohibited Signage

a. Prohibited signage will conform to the requirements set forth in Article 4 of
the City of Charleston Zoning Ordinance, Sections 54-404 and 54-414 with
the following exceptions:
i. Directional signage will be permitted.

a. Prohibited signage will conform to the requirements set forth in Article 4 of
the City of Charleston Zoning Ordinance, Sections 54-404 and 54-414 with
the following exceptions:
i. Directional signage will be permitted.

ii. Signs may extend above the roof line, roof peak, or parapet wall and
may be illuminated, but will be reviewed on a case-by-case basis.

ii. Signs may extend above the roof line, roof peak, or parapet wall and
may be illuminated, but will be reviewed on a case-by-case basis.

iii. Entertainment uses may be permitted to have a marquee with reader
board or electric lettering and/or internal illumination, but will be reviewed on a case-by-case basis.

iii. Entertainment uses may be permitted to have a marquee with reader
board or electric lettering and/or internal illumination, but will be reviewed on a case-by-case basis.

iv. Entertainment uses may be permitted the use of neon light fixtures,
but will be reviewed on a case-by-case basis.

iv. Entertainment uses may be permitted the use of neon light fixtures,
but will be reviewed on a case-by-case basis.

v. Professionally commissioned painted wall murals may be permitted,
but will be reviewed on a case-by-case basis.

v. Professionally commissioned painted wall murals may be permitted,
but will be reviewed on a case-by-case basis.

vi. Ground signs including monument, free standing, and tenant directories are discouraged. These signs are not permitted in areas of high
pedestrian activity.

vi. Ground signs including monument, free standing, and tenant directories are discouraged. These signs are not permitted in areas of high
pedestrian activity.

b. Additional inappropriate fabrication methods and sign types include the
following:
i. Singular cabinet construction light boxes with acrylic faces

b. Additional inappropriate fabrication methods and sign types include the
following:
i. Singular cabinet construction light boxes with acrylic faces

ii. Exposed raceways

ii. Exposed raceways

iii. Glossy acrylic sides and faces

iii. Glossy acrylic sides and faces

iv. Internally illuminated fabric awnings

iv. Internally illuminated fabric awnings

v. Vacuum formed plastic graphics

v. Vacuum formed plastic graphics

vi. Off-the-shelf plastic sandwich signs

vi. Off-the-shelf plastic sandwich signs

vii. Tinted storefront windows

vii. Tinted storefront windows

viii. Inflatable objects

viii. Inflatable objects

i x. Sky strobe lighting

i x. Sky strobe lighting

3. Sign Types

3. Sign Types

a. Temporary Signage
i. Temporary signage shall conform to the City of Charleston Zoning Ordinance Section 54-411.

a. Temporary Signage
i. Temporary signage shall conform to the City of Charleston Zoning Ordinance Section 54-411.

b. Community Identification, Informational, and Directional Signage
i. Signage shall be sized to be appropriately scaled to its specific location
and adjacent uses.

b. Community Identification, Informational, and Directional Signage
i. Signage shall be sized to be appropriately scaled to its specific location
and adjacent uses.

ii. Signs may vary in expression and have a unique character.

ii. Signs may vary in expression and have a unique character.
c. Commercial Signage
i. Signage shall be appropriately scaled to a specific location and adjacent
uses.

c. Commercial Signage
i. Signage shall be appropriately scaled to a specific location and adjacent
uses.
ii. Signs may vary in expression and have a unique character.

ii. Signs may vary in expression and have a unique character.

iii. Standard "off the shelf" franchise signs are discouraged. Franchise
signage will be reviewed by the M DC/ CPS for conformance with the
character of the Magnolia community.

iii. Standard "off the shelf" franchise signs are discouraged. Franchise
signage will be reviewed by the M DC/ CPS for conformance with the
character of the Magnolia community.
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4. Sign Material and Fabrication

4. Sign Material and Fabrication

a. Appropriate signage materials for all signage other than ground signs
include the following:
i. Metal finishes. Polished, brushed, patterned, and weathering metals
with natural patinas

a. Appropriate signage materials for all signage other than ground signs
include the following:
i. Metal finishes. Polished, brushed, patterned, and weathering metals
with natural patinas

ii. Cast/stone concrete

ii. Cast/stone concrete

iii. Glass tile/terra-cotta

iii. Glass tile/terra-cotta

iv. Wood: painted or natural hardwood (small hanging signs and sandwich
boards only)

iv. Wood: painted or natural hardwood (small hanging signs and sandwich
boards only)

v. Metal: copper, bronze, brass, galvanized steel, raw steel, brushed
aluminum

v. Metal: copper, bronze, brass, galvanized steel, raw steel, brushed
aluminum

vi. Painted or engraved directly on façade surface or glazing

vi. Painted or engraved directly on façade surface or glazing

vii. Etched glass

vii. Etched glass

viii.Acrylic with matte finish, combined with other materials

viii.Acrylic with matte finish, combined with other materials

ix. Printed canvas (awnings)

ix. Printed canvas (awnings)

x. Additional materials approved by the M DC/ CPS

x. Additional materials approved by the M DC/ CPS

b. Appropriate fabrication methods and signage types include the following:
i. Fabricated, crafted and assembled signs that combine several complementary materials

b. Appropriate fabrication methods and signage types include the following:
i. Fabricated, crafted and assembled signs that combine several complementary materials

ii. The layering and use of materials in innovative ways

ii. The layering and use of materials in innovative ways

iii. The use of environmentally responsible materials

iii. The use of environmentally responsible materials

iv. Individual letter forms used as signage

iv. Individual letter forms used as signage

v. Internally illuminated cabinet construction letters

v. Internally illuminated cabinet construction letters

vi. Additional fabrication methods approved by the M DC/ CPS

vi. Additional fabrication methods approved by the M DC/ CPS

c. Ground monument signs are discouraged from use. However, when used,
appropriate materials for these signs include the following:
i. Formed concrete: specialty finish (with integral color or stain)

c. Ground monument signs are discouraged from use. However, when used,
appropriate materials for these signs include the following:
i. Formed concrete: specialty finish (with integral color or stain)
ii. Brick

ii. Brick

iii. Tabby

iii. Tabby

iv. Metal: bronze, brushed aluminum, stainless steel, galvanized steel, raw
steel

iv. Metal: bronze, brushed aluminum, stainless steel, galvanized steel, raw
steel

v. Glass: etched, frosted, colored, luminous

v. Glass: etched, frosted, colored, luminous

vi. Green screen (metal mesh combined with vines or groundcover plantings)

vi. Green screen (metal mesh combined with vines or groundcover plantings)
vii. Additional materials approved by the M DC/ CPS

vii. Additional materials approved by the M DC/ CPS
d. Inappropriate ground monument base materials include:
i. Concrete block (unfinished, textured/colored)

d. Inappropriate ground monument base materials include:
i. Concrete block (unfinished, textured/colored)

ii. Acrylic

ii. Acrylic

iii. Fiberglass

iii. Fiberglass

iv. Wood

iv. Wood

v. Faux Stone

v. Faux Stone
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6.1.4 S i g n a g e Stan d ar d s b y S i g n Type

6.1.4 S i g n a g e Stan d ar d s b y S i g n Type

3

3

9

9

11

1

11

1
5

5

5
2

5
2

5

5

13
6
12

13
6

7
6

4

12

4
2

7
6

4

4
2

2

2

10

10

7

7
8

8

8

8

Sign Types Key

Sign Types Key

1. Feature Sign
2. Overhead Wall Sign
3. Rooftop Sign
4. CanopySign
5. AwningSign
6. Right Angle Sign
7. Plaque/Wall Mount Sign
8. Door/Window Sign
9. Temporary/Moveable/Changeable Sign
10. Sandwich Board Sign
11. Banner Sign
12. Painted Wall Sign
13. Ground Sign: Monument, Freestanding, Tenant Directory

1. Feature Sign
2. Overhead Wall Sign
3. Rooftop Sign
4. CanopySign
5. AwningSign
6. Right Angle Sign
7. Plaque/Wall Mount Sign
8. Door/Window Sign
9. Temporary/Moveable/Changeable Sign
10. Sandwich Board Sign
11. Banner Sign
12. Painted Wall Sign
13. Ground Sign: Monument, Freestanding, Tenant Directory
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NOTE: The design, size, and location of each sign will be reviewed and approved in context with the design of the building

NOTE: The design, size, and location of each sign will be reviewed and approved in context with the design of the building

to which it pertains and its specific use.

to which it pertains and its specific use.

1 Feature S i g n s

1 Feature S i g n s

M a x i m u m Height Limit

20 feet

M a x i m u m Height Limit

20 feet

M a x i m u m Are a for S i g n

1 0 % of facade area
Not to exceed 100 sq. ft. per side

M a x i m u m Ar e a for S i g n

1 0 % of facade area
Not to exceed 100 sq. ft. per side

L ig htin g

Internal or external*

L ig htin g

Internal or external*

2 Overhead Wall S i g n s

2 Overhead Wall S i g n s

M a x i m u m Height Limit

5 feet on buildings up to 3 stories
8 feet on buildings over 3 stories

M a x i m u m Height Limit

5 feet on buildings up to 3 stories
8 feet on buildings over 3 stories

M a x i m u m Are a for S i g n

8 0 % width of facade
Not to exceed 250 sq. ft. on buildings up to
3 stories.
Not to exceed 350 sq. ft. on buildings over
3 stories.

M a x i m u m Ar e a for S i g n

8 0 % width of facade
Not to exceed 250 sq. ft. on buildings up to
3 stories.
Not to exceed 350 sq. ft. on buildings over
3 stories.

L ig htin g

Internal or external*

L ig htin g

Internal or external*

3 Rooftop S i g n s

3 Rooftop S i g n s

M a x i m u m Height Limit

5 feet on buildings up to 3 stories
8 feet on buildings over 3 stories

M a x i m u m Height Limit

5 feet on buildings up to 3 stories
8 feet on buildings over 3 stories

M a x i m u m Are a for S i g n

Not to exceed 250 sq. ft. on buildings up to
3 stories.
Not to exceed 350 sq. ft. on buildings over
3 stories.

M a x i m u m Ar e a for S i g n

Not to exceed 250 sq. ft. on buildings up to
3 stories.
Not to exceed 350 sq. ft. on buildings over
3 stories.

L ig htin g

Internal or external*

L ig htin g

4 Canopy Signs

Internal or external*

4 Canopy Signs

M a x i m u m Height Limit

5 feet

M a x i m u m Height Limit

5 feet

M a x i m u m Are a for S i g n

Maximum width: 1 0 % larger than the width
of the opening below

M a x i m u m Ar e a for S i g n

Maximum width: 1 0 % larger than the width
of the opening below

L ig htin g

Internal or external*

L ig htin g

Internal or external*

5 Awning S ign s

5 Awning S ign s

M a x i m u m Height Limit

Valance height 12 inches maximum

M a x i m u m Height Limit

Valance height 12 inches maximum

M a x i m u m Are a for S i g n

1 per window
Maximum width: width of opening below

M a x i m u m Ar e a for S i g n

1 per window
Maximum width: width of opening below

L ig htin g

Externally only*

L ig htin g

Externally only*
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6 Right A n g l e S i g n s

Chapter 6. Signage Principles

6 Right A n g l e S i g n s

M a x i m u m Height Limit

Varies

M a x i m u m Height Limit

Varies

M a x i m u m Are a for S i g n

18 sq. ft. excluding bracket

M a x i m u m Ar e a for S i g n

18 sq. ft. excluding bracket

L ig hting

Internal or external*

L ig hting

Internal or external*

7 Plaque/Wall Mount S i g n s

7 Plaque/Wall Mount S i g n s

M a x i m u m Height Limit

2 feet

M a x i m u m Height Limit

2 feet

M a x i m u m Are a for S i g n

4 sq. ft.

M a x i m u m Ar e a for S i g n

4 sq. ft.

L ig hting

Internal or external*

L ig hting

Internal or external*

8 Door/Window S i g n s

8 Door/Window S i g n s

M a x i m u m Height Limit

Varies

M a x i m u m Height Limit

Varies

M a x i m u m Are a for S i g n

2 0 % of door/window glazed area

M a x i m u m Ar e a for S i g n

2 0 % of door/window glazed area

L ighting

Internal only*

L ighting

Internal only*

9 Temporary/Moveable/Changeable S i g n s

9 Temporary/Moveable/Changeable S i g n s

M a x i m u m Height Limit

Varies

M a x i m u m Height Limit

Varies

M a x i m u m Are a for S i g n

Varies

M a x i m u m Ar e a for S i g n

Varies

L ig hting

Externally only

L ig hting

Externally only

10 S a n d w i c h Board S i g n s

10 S a n d w i c h Board S i g n s

M a x i m u m Height Limit

42 inches

M a x i m u m Height Limit

42 inches

M a x i m u m Are a for S i g n

24 inches in width by 42 inches in height

M a x i m u m Ar e a for S i g n

24 inches in width by 42 inches in height

L ig hting

Not allowed

L ig hting

Not allowed
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11 Banner S i g n s

11 Banner S i g n s

M a x i m u m Height Limit

10 feet

M a x i m u m Height Limit

10 feet

M a x i m u m Are a for S i g n

30 sq. ft., 4 feet maximum projection

M a x i m u m Ar e a for S i g n

30 sq. ft., 4 feet maximum projection

L ig hting

Not allowed

L ig hting

Not allowed

12 Painted Wall S i g n s

12 Painted Wall S i g n s

M a x i m u m Height Limit

Varies

M a x i m u m Height Limit

Varies

M a x i m u m Are a for S i g n

Varies

M a x i m u m Ar e a for S i g n

Varies

L ig hting

Externally only

L ig hting

Externally only

13 Ground S i g n : Monument, Freestanding, Tenant Directory

*

13 Ground S i g n : Monument, Freestanding, Tenant Directory

M a x i m u m Height Limit

10 feet

M a x i m u m Height Limit

10 feet

M a x i m u m Are a for S i g n

50 sq. ft. excluding plinth

M a x i m u m Ar e a for S i g n

50 sq. ft. excluding plinth

L ig hting

Internal or external*
Directory signs shall be externally lit only

L ig hting

Internal or external*
Directory signs shall be externally lit only

N otes

Use of ground signs is discouraged. Ground
signs are not permitted in areas of high
pedestrian traffic.

N otes

Use of ground signs is discouraged. Ground
signs are not permitted in areas of high
pedestrian traffic.

Internally lit signage may only be considered with individually lit letters and should use L E D
technology. All internally lit signage may be approved on a case-by-case basis.
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Internally lit signage may only be considered with individually lit letters and should use L E D
technology. All internally lit signage may be approved on a case-by-case basis.
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Chapter 7. Lighting Design Principles

7.1 Overview

7.1 Overview

Site lighting is a key part of the articulation of the public realm. Lighting fixtures
not only provide for the safety and accessibility of the outdoor spaces at night but
also are a key aspect of the street furnishings that give scale and dimension to the
streetscape. Fixtures should be selected for lighting capacity as well as for architectural detailing that will lend a sense of quality and articulation to the public realm.

Site lighting is a key part of the articulation of the public realm. Lighting fixtures
not only provide for the safety and accessibility of the outdoor spaces at night but
also are a key aspect of the street furnishings that give scale and dimension to the
streetscape. Fixtures should be selected for lighting capacity as well as for architectural detailing that will lend a sense of quality and articulation to the public realm.

7.2 D esign Principles

7.2 D esign Principles

7.2.1 General Requirements

7.2.1 General Requirements

1. Site lighting shall be pedestrian-scaled and architecturally compatible with
lighting installed in adjoining areas.

1. Site lighting shall be pedestrian-scaled and architecturally compatible with
lighting installed in adjoining areas.

2. Lighting shall be limited to the amount and intensity necessary for safety and
to complement architectural character. Lighting that spills onto or interferes
with the character of the surrounding neighborhoods is not permitted.

2. Lighting shall be limited to the amount and intensity necessary for safety and
to complement architectural character. Lighting that spills onto or interferes
with the character of the surrounding neighborhoods is not permitted.

3. Lighting that is visible from adjacent properties or roads shall, to the extent
feasible, be indirect or incorporate full shield cut-offs.

3. Lighting that is visible from adjacent properties or roads shall, to the extent
feasible, be indirect or incorporate full shield cut-offs.

4. Site lighting fixtures shall be selected and designed with “Dark Sky” features
to focus lighting downward into the zone of pedestrian activity without
excessive illumination of the upper residential stories of buildings or of the
night sky.

4. Site lighting fixtures shall be selected and designed with “Dark Sky” features
to focus lighting downward into the zone of pedestrian activity without
excessive illumination of the upper residential stories of buildings or of the
night sky.

5. The use of energy efficient, long life LED, with light color rendered as a warm
white (not cool white), is encouraged.

5. The use of energy efficient, long life LED, with light color rendered as a warm
white (not cool white), is encouraged.

6. Fluorescent lighting is prohibited from use in exterior light fixtures or landscape lighting.

6. Fluorescent lighting is prohibited from use in exterior light fixtures or landscape lighting.

7. In residential areas, site lighting shall be achieved through the use of building
mounted fixtures where appropriate, supplemented only as needed by the requisite amount of free standing fixtures to achieve the necessary levels of
illumination.

7. In residential areas, site lighting shall be achieved through the use of building
mounted fixtures where appropriate, supplemented only as needed by the requisite amount of free standing fixtures to achieve the necessary levels of
illumination.

7.2.2 Street Li gh ti n g

7.2.2 Street Li gh ti n g

1. Poles not to exceed 14 feet in height.

1. Poles
Polesnot
nottotoexceed
exceed14’
14 height
feet in except
height. along Milford Street extending to the water,

2. Lighting should be more focused on the pedestrian realm rather than vehicular
lanes.

whereby
they shall
not exceed
2. Lighting
should
be more
focused20’.
on the pedestrian realm rather than vehicular
lanes. should be more focused on the pedestrian realm rather than vehicular
2. Lighting
lanes.
7.2.3 Building Li gh ti n g
7.2.3
Li gh ti n gof building lighting shall be to identify building entries.
1. TheBuilding
primary purpose

7.2.3 Building Li gh ti n g
1. The primary purpose of building lighting shall be to identify building entries.
Lighting is not to be used for decorative purposes or to attract attention to a
building.

Street Lighting

is not
to be used
for decorative
to attract
attention
to a
1. Lighting
The primary
purpose
of building
lighting purposes
shall be toor
identify
building
entries.
building.
Lighting is not to be used for decorative purposes or to attract attention to a
building.
2. Fully
shielded spotlights or floodlights attached to building walls or roof eaves

2. Fully shielded spotlights or floodlights attached to building walls or roof eaves
are permitted in the rear of the property only. They should be limited in
number, and shall not be used to light the yard on a continuous basis during
the evening or overnight hours.

the rear of
the property
only. They
should be
limited
in eaves
2. are
Fullypermitted
shielded in
spotlights
or floodlights
attached
to building
walls
or roof
number,
and shall
not
beof
used
light the
yardThey
on ashould
continuous
basis in
during
are permitted
in the
rear
the to
property
only.
be limited
the
evening
overnight
number,
andorshall
not be hours.
used to light the yard on a continuous basis during
the evening
overnightshould
hours.be severely restricted, and may be approved
3. Up-lighting
ofor
structures

3. Up-lighting of structures should be severely restricted, and may be approved
at the sole discretion of the Magnolia Design Committee. It will generally be
limited to architectural elements that have high civic or district visibility and
importance, rather than to highlight individual buildings.

the sole discretion
of the
Magnolia
Designrestricted,
Committee.
will generally
be
3. at
Up-lighting
of structures
should
be severely
andItmay
be approved
limited
to architectural
that have
high
civic or district
andbe
at the sole
discretion ofelements
the Magnolia
Design
Committee.
It willvisibility
generally
importance,
rather thanelements
to highlight
limited to architectural
thatindividual
have highbuildings.
civic or district visibility and
importance, rather than to highlight individual buildings.
Key Plan
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7.2.4 Parking and Garage Li ghti ng

7.2.4 Parking and Gar age Li gh ti n g

1. Parking Lots

1. Parking Lots

a. Fixture style shall be appropriate for the associated or surrounding architecture.

a. Fixture style shall be appropriate for the associated or surrounding architecture.

b. Poles to be a maximum of 20 to 25 feet in height.

b. Poles to be a maximum of 20 to 25 feet in height.

2. Parking Garages

2. Parking Garages

a. Fixtures at the rooftop level shall be wall mounted and below the top of
the roof parapet. Pole mounted fixtures are not permissible at the rooftop
level.

a. Fixtures at the rooftop level shall be wall mounted and below the top of
the roof parapet. Pole mounted fixtures are not permissible at the rooftop
level.

b. Fixtures shall have a concealed light source, semi-opaque lens, or be
shielded to reduce glare and prevent excessive light spillage.

b. Fixtures shall have a concealed light source, semi-opaque lens, or be
shielded to reduce glare and prevent excessive light spillage.

7.2.5 Landsc ape Li ghti ng

7.2.5 Lan d sc ap e Li gh ti ng

1. Service area lighting shall be designed to avoid spill-over onto adjacent areas.

1. Service area lighting shall be designed to avoid spill-over onto adjacent areas.

2. Lighting of a driveway entrance is allowed, however lighting along the length
of a driveway in a repetitive way (“runway lighting”) is prohibited.

2. Lighting of a driveway entrance is allowed, however lighting along the length
of a driveway in a repetitive way (“runway lighting”) is prohibited.

3. Gas or gel fuel garden torches, gas lanterns and fire planter elements may be
utilized to complement outdoor settings and hospitality environments, subject
to the governing regulations.

3. Gas or gel fuel garden torches, gas lanterns and fire planter elements may be
utilized to complement outdoor settings and hospitality environments, subject
to the governing regulations.

4. Small, external low-level landscape lights may be utilized, but should be
concealed within the landscape, properly shielded and aimed to avoid glare.

4. Small, external low-level landscape lights may be utilized, but should be
concealed within the landscape, properly shielded and aimed to avoid glare.

5. A limited amount of landscape lighting, including down-lighting of trees, may
be used to enhance the beauty of specimen trees.

5. A limited amount of landscape lighting, including down-lighting of trees, may
be used to enhance the beauty of specimen trees.

6. Up-lighting of trees should be severely restricted, and may be approved at the
sole discretion of the Magnolia Design Committee.

6. Up-lighting of trees should be severely restricted, and may be approved at the
sole discretion of the Magnolia Design Committee.
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Chapter 7. Design Review Process

8.1 Magnolia D esign Committee

8.1 Magnolia D esign Committee

Design principles will be administered and enforced by the property owner’s association in the form of an internal architectural review board, which shall be established
prior to the first conveyance of property. The Magnolia Design Committee will be
comprised of at least three design and/or development professionals with proven
skills and established careers.

Design principles will be administered and enforced by the property owner’s association in the form of an internal architectural review board, which shall be established
prior to the first conveyance of property. The Magnolia Design Committee will be
comprised of at least three design and/or development professionals with proven
skills and established careers.

8.2 Review Process

8.2 Review Process

Design review will be a multi-step process from conception, through schematic
design, design development and construction documentation. This process will
be a collaborative effort to ensure that the Magnolia design intent is successfully
achieved throughout site.

Design review will be a multi-step process from conception, through schematic
design, design development and construction documentation. This process will
be a collaborative effort to ensure that the Magnolia design intent is successfully
achieved throughout site.

Following the approval of the Magnolia Design Principles by the City of Charleston
Design Review Board (DRB), the Design Principles will be used for evaluation of
the individual projects by the Magnolia Design Committee and City staff. City staff
shall have the right to approve projects that they deem consistent with the Design
Principles approved by the DR B . In the event of a conflict or impasse during the
design review by City staff, the property owner or design review applicant shall have
the right to appeal the matter to the D R B for approval.

Following the approval of the Magnolia Design Principles by the City of Charleston
Design Review Board (DRB), the Design Principles will be used for evaluation of
the individual projects by the Magnolia Design Committee and City staff. City staff
shall have the right to approve projects that they deem consistent with the Design
Principles approved by the DR B . In the event of a conflict or impasse during the
design review by City staff, the property owner or design review applicant shall have
the right to appeal the matter to the D R B for approval.
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Agenda Item #2
MAYBANK HWY. (@ FENWICK HALL ALLEE)
TMS # 346-00-00-076,796

Request the preliminary approval for the construction of a new 3-story,
multi-family development containing 9 buildings and 264 units.

Agenda Item #3
14 CROSS CREEK DR.
TMS # 424-00-00-013

Request conceptual approval for the construction of a 4 new
buildings for ages 55+ with 111-units total.

FULL SUBMITTAL

Agenda Item #4
SPINX GAS STATION
TMS # 306-00-00-012

Request conceptual approval for the construction of new
gas station, car wash, convenience store.

Spinx 368 – Charleston, SC
Design Review Board
Conceptual Review
1 COVERSHEET
2 EXISTING CONDITIONS / DEMOLITION PLAN
4 SITE PLAN / TRAFFIC CONTROL
L1 CONCEPTUAL LANDSCAPE PLAN
A1 SITE PHOTOS
A2 SITE ELEVATIONS
A3 FLOOR PLANS
A4 STORE AND GAS CANOPY ELEVATIONS
A5 CAR WASH AND PAY CANOPY ELEVATIONS
A6 RENDERINGS

Agenda Item #5

APPROVAL OF MINUTES FROM THE 2/18/20 DRB MEETING

